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Abstract 

Radiative heat transfer (RHT) is often the dominant mode of heat transfer in flames, fires, and 

combustion systems and affects significantly temperature distributions directly and kinetically 

controlled chemical processes indirectly. Modeling RHT accurately in multidimensional flames 

and combustion systems is challenging mainly due to the highly spectral dependence of 

radiative properties of combustion products, the high computational cost of solving the radiative 

transfer equation (RTE), and the strong turbulence and radiation interactions (TRI). Significant 

progress has been made in all the three aspects in the last three decades and the state-of-the-art 

models and methods have been incorporated into CFD practice for modeling fires, turbulent jet 

flames, and turbulent combustion in combustion systems. In this article, we first discuss the 

coupling between RHT and combustion and the important role played by RHT in some 

fundamental flame phenomena. Then we discuss the state-of-the-art radiation models with a 

focus on RTE solvers, radiative property models and TRI. Next, we review the recent 

simulations of turbulent combustion systems involving these state-of-the-art radiation models. 

Finally, we provide concluding remarks and some potential research areas to advance RHT 

modeling in multiphase reacting flows.  

 

Nomenclature 

𝐴𝑥, 𝐴𝑦, 𝐴𝑧 area normal to directions x, y and z [m2] 

𝑎  non-grey stretching factor for WSGG, SLW, and FSK methods 

𝐶𝑎
𝑝
  absorption cross-section of a soot primary particle [m2] 

𝐶𝑎
𝑎𝑔𝑔

  absorption cross-section of a soot aggregate [m2] 

𝑑  diameter [m] 

𝐷𝑐𝑥, 𝐷𝑐𝑦, 𝐷𝑐𝑧 integral over a control angle of the direction cosines relative to x, y and z-axis 
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𝐸(𝑚) absorption function of the soot refractive index 

𝑓𝑆  soot volume fraction [-] 

𝐹  line shape profile [cm] 

𝐹𝐿  Lorentz line shape profile [cm] 

𝑔  cumulative k-distribution 

𝐺  Filter function for LES [m-3] 

𝐺𝜂  incident radiation per unit wavenumber [W·m-1] 

ℎ  specific enthalpy [J/kg] 

𝐻  Heaviside function 

𝐼  radiative intensity [Wm-2sr-1] 

𝐼𝑏  Planck function [Wm-2sr-1] 

𝐼𝑏𝜂  blackbody intensity [Wm-2sr-1] 

𝐽  Molecular diffusive flux vector for enthalpy [J.m-2.s-1] 

𝑘  absorption coefficient [cm-1] or the imaginary part of complex refractive index [-] 

𝑘∗  absorption coefficient in the FSCK RTE [cm-1] 

M  total number of discrete directions (DOM) or control angles (FVM) 

𝑚  complex refractive index 

𝑛  real part of refractive index [-] 

𝒏  unit vector normal to the boundary [-] 

𝑁  order of the PN approximation 

𝑁𝑔  number of quadrature points for k-distribution methods 

𝑁𝑃  number of primary particles within an aggregate 

P  probability 

𝑝  pressure [Pa] 

𝑝𝛼  partial pressure of theth species [Pa] 

�̇�𝑅,𝑗
′′   net radiative flux in direction j [W.m-2] 

𝒔  direction of propagation of radiation intensity [-] 

𝑇  temperature [K] 

𝑢𝑗   velocity in the direction j [m.s-1] 

𝑉  volume [m3] 

w  quadrature weight for the DOM [-] 
𝑥𝛼  mole fraction of the th species [-] 

𝑥𝑗  mole fraction of the th species [-] 

𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 cartesian coordinates [m] 

𝛽  extinction coefficient [m-1] 

εw  emissivity of the boundary [-] 
Δ𝜂  narrow band spectral interval [cm-1] 

𝜂  wavenumber [cm-1] 

𝜂  direction cosine relative to y-axis 

𝜅  absorption coefficient [m-1] 

𝜅𝑃  Planck-mean absorption coefficient [m-1] 

𝜆  wavelength [m] 

𝜇  direction cosine relative to z-axis 

𝜉  direction cosine relative to x-axis 

𝜎𝑠  scattering coefficient [m-1] 

  flame optical thickness [-] 

Φ  scattering phase function [-] 

Φ̅  average scattering phase function [-] 



𝜒  particle size parameter [-] 

𝜒𝑅  radiant fraction [-] 

𝜙  array of variables defining the absorption coefficient, 𝜙 = {𝑥𝛼 , 𝑝, 𝑇, 𝑓𝑆} 
Ω  solid angle [sr] 

 

Subscript 

𝐹  Fuel 

𝑗  direction j 

𝑙  spectral line 

S  soot 

𝜂  at a given wavenumber 

 

Superscript 

𝑎𝑔𝑔  aggregate 

𝑙  lth direction (DOM) or lth control angle (FVM) 

𝑚  mth direction (DOM) or mth control angle (FVM) 

𝑝  primary particle 

 

Operators 
〈𝜙〉  Reynolds averaged quantity 

𝜙′  Reynolds fluctuating quantity 

�̅�  filtered (or resolved) quantity 

𝜙′′  subgrid-scale (or residual) fluctuation 

 

1. Introduction 

Unlike conductive and convective heat transfer that relies on the transfer of phonons and fluids 

in materials, radiative heat transfer (RHT) is the transfer of photons and takes place in any 

media and even in vacuum. The importance of RHT increases very rapidly with increasing 

temperature due to the exponential dependence of the blackbody radiation intensity on 

temperature. Therefore, RHT is often the dominant mode of heat transfer in flames, fires, and 

various combustion systems due to the high temperatures (peak temperatures are typically 

around 2000 K), the presence of radiatively participating species (mainly CO2, H2O, soot, and 

other particulates in solid fuel flames), and relatively large length scales of such problems, 

especially in fires and large-scale furnaces and boilers. The importance of RHT in combustion 

systems has been recognized as early as the late 1940’s. The interest of RHT in combustion 

systems was largely limited to pulverized coal combustion up to the 1980’s. The zone method 

was developed to model RHT in furnaces [1]. RHT in combustion systems and high-

temperature reacting flows had not been modeled rigorously for several decades in the 

combustion and fire communities. In fact, RHT has often been modeled using unjustifiably 

simple models, namely the optically-thin approximation (OTA), the grey gas (GG) model, or 

even neglected in some combustion and fire related literature, perhaps for the sole purpose of 

minimizing the computational cost on RHT. This situation was at least partially due to the 

underdevelopment of radiative transfer equation (RTE) solvers, radiative property models, and 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a whole prior to the 1980’s. Use of a highly simplified 

treatment of RHT in combustion and fire modeling may be a consequence of the following two 

factors. First, RHT appears as a source term in the overall energy conservation equation and is 

only one of the many complex phenomena that have to be modeled in a combustion problem. 

Second, accurate modeling of RHT is computationally expensive, since it requires not only 

solution of the six-variable (three spatial, two angular, and one spectral) integro-differential 

RTE, but also an adequate representation of the highly spectral dependence of the radiative 



properties of combustion products. Solving the RTE in three-dimensional problems even for 

the GG assumption is computationally demanding, especially if the problems contain scattering 

particulates and/or are bounded by non-black walls since in these situations iterations are 

required to achieve converged solution. The computational burden increases significantly when 

the spectral dependence of combustion products is taken into account, which unfortunately is 

unavoidable and necessary for accurate modeling of RHT. Additional complexities and 

computational cost arise in modeling turbulent combustion where the turbulent-radiation 

interactions (TRI) must be taken into account. Consequently, accurate modeling of RHT 

through solving RTE coupled with a spectral radiative property model makes the already 

computationally intensive task of modeling turbulent combustion even more challenging.  

 

The importance of RHT in flames and combustion systems depends on several factors, such as 

the type of fuel (gaseous, liquid, and solid fuels), combustion condition (flue gas recirculation, 

oxidizer composition), length scale, residence time, flame temperature, and pressure. In general, 

RHT tends to reduce the peak temperatures in high-temperature regions but to increase 

temperatures in low-temperature regions containing radiatively absorbing species, such as CO2, 

H2O and particulates. The relative importance of radiation emission in high-temperature regions  

and radiation absorption in low-temperature regions is strongly controlled by the system optical 

thickness in addition to the thermal conditions. Through its impact on the temperature 

distribution, RHT has a strong influence on kinetically-controlled and highly temperature-

sensitive processes, such as soot and NOx formation and CO and unburnt hydrocarbon 

emissions. RHT also plays an important role in various near-limit flame phenomena.  

 

With the advance of combustion and flame modeling, such as advanced numerical algorithms, 

combustion chemistry mechanisms, and turbulence and turbulent combustion models, the 

importance of accurate modeling of RHT to the overall accuracy of both laminar and turbulent 

combustion modeling has drawn increased attention recently as evidenced by the gradual 

adoption of accurate and efficient RTE solvers and nongrey radiative property models, such as 

WSGG, SLW, and FSCK, in modeling combustion systems and flames. The recent trend of 

modeling RTH accurately in combustion and flame research has been driven on one hand by 

the need to understand the importance and develop models of TRI. This is required to more 

accurately predict the temperature distribution, which is strongly influenced by RHT and is 

crucial for predicting pollutant formation and emission. The remarkable progress in computer 

hardware, especially with the widespread adoption of massively parallel computer architecture, 

has drastically extended the capabilities of CFD and contributed significantly to this progress. 

On the other hand, there has been rapid progress in numerical methods for solving the RTE in 

complex geometries and radiative property models of molecular gases, namely CO2, H2O, and 

CO, and combustion products (mixtures of CO2, H2O, CO, soot, and particulates) in the last 

three decades. The majority of the relevant research has been presented at the International 

Symposium on Radiative Transfer and Eurotherm Seminars of Computational Thermal 

Radiation in Participating Media. Some of this research has been published in special issues of 

these conference series in the Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer. 

However, the adoption of these advanced numerical methods and radiative property models by 

the combustion and fire communities has been relatively slow.  

 

Turbulent combustion modeling has remained an active research topic in the combustion 

community since the 1960’s. Several comprehensive reviews have summarized the progress 

over the last few decades [2],[3]. In turbulent combustion problems, accurate modeling of RHT 

becomes even more challenging since TRI must be dealt with in addition to the already 

formidable issues of solving the RTE and adequately modeling the complex spectral 



dependence of combustion products. The computationally intensive TRI modeling often 

accounts for a significant extra burden to the highly non-linear and also computationally 

expensive turbulent combustion modeling. TRI has received increased research attention in the 

last two decades as evidenced by an increased number of publications and several reviews on 

this subject in recent years [4],[5]. Coelho [4] offered a comprehensive overview of the origin 

and importance of TRI and different approaches used for TRI modeling up to 2007. A more 

recent review by Modest and Haworth [5] covers broader issues of turbulent combustion 

modeling ranging from different methodologies (DNS, LES, and RANS), models of turbulence 

combustion interactions (TCI) in LES and RANS, radiative properties, RTE solvers, and TRI 

models, to radiative effects in laminar flames and the importance of TRI in different flames and 

combustion systems. 

 

The advent of new-concept combustion technologies, such as oxy-fuel combustion and flue gas 

recirculation (FGR), and the need for more accurate temperature modeling to better predict 

pollutant formation and oxidation, e.g., soot and NOx, have driven the recent rapid progress in 

radiative property models in these new applications, especially the weighted-sum-of-grey-gases 

(WSGG) model. A radiative model is required not only to be acceptably accurate, but also must 

be sufficiently efficient to be used in coupled numerical modeling of turbulent combustion 

problems. This is because RHT is only one of many phenomena to be modeled in turbulent 

combustion, and the CPU time spent on RHT must be kept below a few percent of the overall 

computing time to make the modeling task tractable. The modern RHT models in combustion 

and fire modeling and CFD in general are built on several seminal studies, including the RTE 

solvers (Discrete Ordinates Method (DOM), Finite Volume Method (FVM)), radiative property 

models (WSGG, Spectral-Line Weighted-sum-of-grey-gases (SLW), and Full-Spectrum 

Correlated-k (FSCK)), and the coupling of WSGG and RTE, and will be reviewed in this article. 

The rapid progress in RHT modeling over the last three decades has produced abundant choices 

of RTE solvers and radiative property models to model a wide range of combustion related 

problems, from laminar flames, internal engine combustion, turbulent flames, to pulverized 

coal-fired furnaces and boilers. It is important to understand the advantages and disadvantages 

of these models and methods to make a suitable choice between accuracy and computational 

efficiency for the problem at hand.  

 

Although the progress in modeling RHT in flames and combustion systems has been reviewed 

recently by Coelho [4] and Modest and Haworth [5], there have been significant advances in 

almost all aspects of RHT modeling and applications. This includes, but not limited to, radiative 

property models, RTE solvers, the effects of non-grey walls, the relative importance of gaseous 

and particulate radiating components in furnaces, and the understanding of TRI in turbulent 

non-premixed sooting flames, since the recent review of Modest and Haworth [5]. Therefore, 

it is the intention of the present article to review and summarize the literature on the importance 

of RHT in flame and combustion processes and the recent advance in modeling RHT in both 

laminar and turbulent combustion with an emphasis on modeling RHT in turbulent non-

premixed combustion. The outline of the article is as follows. Section 2 concerns the 

background, including discussions on the coupling between RHT and combustion, the factors 

affecting RHT, the validity of the common OTA and Grey approximation and some 

summarizing remarks. The recent progress in RTE solvers is reviewed in Section 3, and Section 

4 summarizes the research devoted to the radiative property models of radiating gases and 

combustion products containing gases and nongrey particulates such as soot, char, and fly-ash. 

Section 5 discusses TRI. Section 6 discusses the role of RHT in various small-scale flames and 

fundamental combustion phenomena. Particular attention is paid to the role of RHT in premixed 

flames under near-limit conditions. Section 7 reviews the recent work on the numerical 



modeling of turbulent flames and combustion systems involving advanced radiation models. 

Finally, some conclusions drawn from this review as well as the perspectives for future works 

are summarized in Section 8.  

 

2. Background 

 

2.1. Coupling between RHT and combustion 

 

As a heat transfer mechanism, RHT affects the conservation of energy through the divergence 

of the radiative flux, 𝛁 ∙ �̇�𝑹
′′ [6]: 

 

𝜕(𝜌ℎ)

𝜕𝑡
+
𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑗ℎ)

𝜕𝑥𝑗
=
𝐷𝑝

𝐷𝑡
+ 𝜏𝑖𝑗

𝜕𝑢𝑖
𝜕𝑥𝑗

−
𝜕𝐽𝑞,𝑗

𝜕𝑥𝑗
−
𝜕�̇�𝑅,𝑗

′′

𝜕𝑥𝑗
 (1) 

 

The divergence of the radiative flux represents the local difference in rates between emission 

and absorption and can be expressed as [6]: 

 

𝜕�̇�𝑅,𝑗
′′

𝜕𝑥𝑗
= ∫ 4𝜋𝜅𝜼𝐼𝑏𝜂

∞

𝟎

𝑑𝜂 −∫ 𝜅𝜼 (∫ 𝐼𝜂
𝟒𝝅

𝑑𝛺)
∞

𝟎

𝑑𝜂

= 4𝜋𝜅𝑝𝐼𝑏⏟    
𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

−∫ 𝜅𝜂 (∫ 𝐼𝜂
4𝜋

𝑑𝛺)
∞

0

𝑑𝜂
⏟              

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 
(2) 

 

The spectral radiative intensity, 𝐼𝜂, is obtained from solution of the spectral RTE [6]: 

 

𝒔 ∙ 𝜵𝐼𝜂 = 𝜅𝜂𝐼𝑏𝜂 − (𝜅𝜂 + 𝜎𝑆,𝜂)𝐼𝜂 +
𝜎𝑆,𝜂

4𝜋
∫ 𝛷(𝛺′ → 𝛺)
4𝜋

𝐼𝜂(𝛺
′)𝑑𝜂 

 

(3) 

 

As discussed in the introduction, the spectral RTE is a six-variable (three spatial, two angular, 

and one spectral) integro-differential equation, and its solution requires, on one hand, a specific 

solver and, on the other hand, the knowledge of the spectral radiative properties of the medium, 

namely the absorption coefficient, 𝜅𝜂, the scattering coefficient, 𝜎𝑆,𝜂, and the phase function, 

𝛷. The radiatively participating species can be grouped into two classes: non-scattering species, 

including radiating gases such as CO2, H2O, CO, and hydrocarbon fuels, and soot particles and 

scattering species such as biomass, coal, char and ash particles, or droplets. Although scattering 

by soot particles in the visible spectrum is important for soot diagnostics, scattering by 

unagglomerated soot in RHT in the infrared spectrum is generally negligible. 

 

RHT is important in combustion problems owing to the high temperatures (peak temperatures 

~ 2000 K in most practical combustion systems). Due to the photon emission nature of thermal 

radiation, it is ubiquitous. In combustion and fire related problems, thermal radiation emission 

from high-temperature regions or hot surfaces is in general an inherent heat loss mechanism, 

while radiation absorption in low-temperature regions or cool surfaces help gain heat. RHT 

plays the vital role in the long-range transfer of heat for the spread of fires in both confined 

space [7] and open wildland fire [8], though it is not always the controlling heat transfer 

mechanism [9]. RHT taking place inherently in combustion systems, open flames, and fires not 

only modifies the heat transfer process and hence the temperature distribution but also has 

additional influences on flames and combustion in the following aspects as pointed out by Bedir 



and T’ien [10]. First, RHT is the dominant factor affecting the flammability limits in weakly 

convective flames. Second, radiation heat loss from flames can significantly affect flame 

stability. Third, radiation can strongly affect the structure and burning rate of diffusion flames 

by acting as an important heat feedback mechanism to the surface of condensed fuel. In 

addition, RHT can also become a controlling mechanism in various other flame phenomena 

under certain conditions, such as ignition, extinction, and flame propagation.  

 

2.2. Factors affecting RHT 

 

The factors affecting RHT can be analyzed by considering the radiant fraction, a metric to 

measure radiative loss in flames. Let us consider a burner of diameter 𝑑𝐹 releasing a fuel of 

density 𝜌𝐹 and heat of combustion ∆ℎ𝑐 at a velocity 𝑢𝐹 into a quiescent atmosphere. The 

resulting flame volume is denoted as 𝑉𝑓𝑙. The radiant fraction can be expressed as: 

 

𝜒𝑅 =
�̇�𝑒𝑚 − �̇�𝑎𝑏𝑠

�̇�𝑐ℎ
 (4) 

 

where �̇�𝑒𝑚, �̇�𝑎𝑏𝑠 and �̇�𝑐ℎ refer to the total emission, total absorption and combustion heat 

release rate of the flame, respectively. These terms can be defined as follows: 

 

�̇�𝑒𝑚 = ∫4𝜋𝜅𝑝𝐼𝑏
𝑉

𝑑𝑉 (5) 

 

�̇�𝑎𝑏𝑠 = ∫ [∫ 𝜅𝜂 (∫ 𝐼𝜂
4𝜋

𝑑𝛺 )
∞

0

𝑑𝜂]
𝑉

𝑑𝑉 (6) 

 

�̇�𝑐ℎ = 𝜌𝐹𝑢𝐹𝜋(𝑑𝐹 2⁄ )2∆ℎ𝑐 (7) 

 

The radiant fraction can be re-expressed by introducing the flame volume: 

 

𝜒𝑅 =
4𝑉𝑓𝑙

𝜋𝑢𝐹𝑑𝐹
2⏟  

𝐼

∙
�̇�𝑒𝑚′′′

𝜌𝐹∆ℎ𝑐⏟  
𝐼𝐼

⏞        
𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

∙ (1 −
�̇�𝑎𝑏𝑠

�̇�𝑒𝑚
)

⏟      
𝐼𝐼𝐼

⏞      
𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

 (8) 

 

where �̇�𝑒𝑚
′′′  denotes the total emission per unit flame volume. The right hand side of Eq. (8) is 

grouped into three terms. The two first terms govern the flame emission whereas the third is 

associated to flame absorption. They can be interpreted as follows: 

 

 Term I represents a flow residence time. Increasing the residence time enhances flame 

emission. This explains why radiative emission is generally enhanced in micro-gravity 

configurations and large-scale combustion problems. 

 Term II can be re-written as 4𝜅𝑝𝜎𝑇𝑃
4 (𝜌𝐹∆ℎ𝑐)⁄  where 𝑇𝑝 is an emission temperature. It can 

be interpreted as the inverse of a characteristic radiation cooling time. This term increases 

with the temperature and the concentration of radiating species of the system.  

 Term III represents the flame transparency with the ratio �̇�𝑎𝑏𝑠 �̇�𝑒𝑚⁄  quantifying the part of 

the flame emission that is re-absorbed within the flame. The flame transparency is reduced 

as the concentrations of radiating species, pressure and the dimensions of the problem are 



enhanced. It is more difficult to model because its quantification requires solving the 

spectral RTE that is generally a computationally expensive task. Two simplified treatments 

are generally introduced. The first is the Optically-Thin Approximation (OTA) that consists 

of neglecting the flame re-absorption (flame transmission is very close to unity). The second 

approximation, referred to hereafter as the Grey Gas approximation, consists of neglecting 

the spectral dependence of the radiatively participating species. 

 

2.3. Validity of the OTA and grey gas approximations 

 

The OTA can be applied in small-scale 1D combustion systems operating at atmospheric 

pressure as long as these systems do not contain radiatively absorbing species in fresh mixtures 

in premixed flames or the fuel and oxidizer streams in non-premixed flames. The latter point 

will be discussed in Section 6. The OTA is also reasonable for normal-gravity laminar 

axisymmetric diffusion flames at atmospheric pressure, including inverse and normal diffusion 

flames [11]. It was also found reasonable for atmospheric-pressure small-scale micro-gravity 

flames spreading over thin electrical wires (~ 1 mm) in opposed-flow configuration [12]. 

However, the OTA becomes questionable for normal laminar coflow diffusion flames at the 

smoke-point limit [13], where the prediction of the transition from non-smoking to smoking 

flames and the amount of soot released from the smoking flames were found to be affected by 

flame reabsorption. It ceases to be valid for high-pressure laminar hydrogen laminar diffusion 

flames [14] and microgravity axisymmetric coflow laminar diffusion flames [11],[15]. In the 

framework of lab-scale turbulent jet diffusion flames, the OTA is never a good approximation. 

Even for the hydrogen flame investigated by Barlow and Carter [16], 20% of flame emission 

was found to be reabsorbed [17].  

 

The grey gas assumption is also rarely a good approximation to yield acceptable accuracy. As 

an example, Wang et al. [18] investigated the radiative structure of one of the oxygen-enriched 

lab-scale propane turbulent jet diffusion flames investigated experientially in Ref. [19]. They 

found that both non-grey gas and soot modeling are crucial to provide accurate prediction of 

flame temperature. They also demonstrated that non-grey soot modeling influences flame 

temperatures in the upstream and the flame-tip region and is essential for accurate predictions 

of NO. On the other hand, the non-grey treatment of gases was found to weakly affect upstream 

flame temperatures and NO predictions.  

 

2.4. Summary remarks 

 

The above discussions showed that RHT is an important heat transfer mechanism in combustion 

systems and flames. Its importance was well summarized in the conclusions of the early review 

article of Viskanta and Menguç in 1987 [20]: “…very often radiation plays an important, if not 

the dominant, role in heat transfer not only in large and intermediate but also in small 

combustion systems. Neglect of radiation cannot be justified in modeling combustion 

phenomena.” It was also showed that it is difficult to justify the optically-thin or grey 

gas/particle approximations even in small-scale systems. The previous analysis demonstrated 

that RHT may become more important in oxygen-enhanced combustion, elevated pressures, 

microgravity and large systems and must be accurately modeled for validation of reaction 

mechanisms and pollutant formation models. This raises questions about the choice of RTE 

solvers, about the modeling of the radiative properties of participating species and, in turbulent 

flames, about the modeling of TRI. The state-of-the-art models for these three aspects will be 

reviewed in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively.  

 



3. RTE Solvers 

 

Many methods have been developed for the solution of RHT problems in participating media. 

Among these, the Monte Carlo (MC) [21],[1], spherical harmonics [22], discrete ordinates 

(DOM) [23],[24] and finite volume (FVM) [25],[26] methods are the most widely used ones at 

present for combustion applications. Other methods are available for the solution of RHT 

problems, but they will not be addressed here. 

 

3.1. Monte Carlo Method 

 

The Monte Carlo method [21] is generally recognized as the most powerful technique to solve 

radiative transfer problems, allowing the simulation of problems in complex geometries, 

bounded by surfaces with directionally and spectrally dependent radiative properties, and 

containing non-grey emitting, absorbing and anisotropically scattering media. The solutions 

obtained by the MC method are generally considered as a reference, and may be used for 

benchmark purposes. The statistical error may be easily characterized, allowing quantifying the 

accuracy of the numerical solution. 

 

The MC method is based on probabilistic concepts to simulate the emission, scattering, 

reflection and absorption of photons. A large number of photon bundles is fired from random 

positions in the medium and on the boundaries, and in random directions. The points of 

emission, the travelling directions, the travelled distances, and the decision on whether a photon 

bundle hitting a boundary surface is absorbed or reflected, are obtained by drawing random 

numbers that must satisfy appropriate probability density functions. In the standard forward 

MC method, the emitted photon bundles are tracked through the medium until they are absorbed 

or leave the computational domain in the case of open boundaries. A few different formulations 

of the forward method may be employed [27]. Among them, the energy partitioning strategy, 

in which the energy of the photon bundles is attenuated by absorption as they travel through the 

medium, is usually more efficient than the standard formulation, in which the energy of the 

photon bundles is fully assigned to the cell where absorption occurs. 

 

The backward MC method, also referred to as reverse MC method, is an alternative formulation 

proposed by Walters and Buckius [28] that is based on the reciprocity principle originally 

formulated by Case [29]. It is more efficient for certain problems, e.g., if only radiation intensity 

hitting a small spot and/or over a small range of solid angles is required. In this method, the 

photon bundles are traced back from the absorption point towards the emission point, allowing 

for multiple reflections at boundary walls and/or scattering events.  

 

The reciprocity principle [29] is also the basis for the development of the net exchange MC 

method [30],[31], also referred to as reciprocity MC method [32]. This method uses the 

reciprocity principle from the point of view of exchanged power and optical path, while only 

the optical path is used in the backward Monte Carlo method. The photon bundles are followed 

from the emission to the absorption point and vice-versa.  

 

A rather different MC method was developed by Wang and Modest [33] to calculate radiative 

transfer in turbulent reactive flows using a PDF transport method [34] for combustion. In this 

combustion model, the participating medium is represented by discrete stochastic particles, 

which represent different realizations of the flow, and describe the temperature and chemical 

composition fields. The interaction between infinitesimal point masses, which correspond to 

the stochastic particles of the combustion model, and the photon radiation beams, which are 



infinitesimally thin, is modeled by assigning effective volumes to the stochastic particles and/or 

an influence volume to the radiation beams.  

 

Several authors have addressed the acceleration of the ray tracing procedure. Zeeb et al. [35] 

applied techniques from the field of computer graphics, and reported a reduction in the 

computational time by a factor of 80 for complex 3D geometries. Mazumder [36] discussed 

several acceleration methods developed for computer graphics, and proposed a volume-by-

volume advancement algorithm, which was found to be faster than previous approaches for 3D 

boxes, especially when obstructions were placed in the computational domain. Perez et al. [37] 

investigated the application of these acceleration techniques to participating media by using a 

binary spatial partitioning method. A space partitioning recursive octree algorithm was also 

used in [38] for radiative transfer in complex geometries bounding a grey medium. It was found 

that the octree algorithm reduced the CPU time for wall flux calculations, but not for radiative 

heat source in comparison to the standard forward MC method with or without energy 

partitioning. 

 

Soucasse et al. [39] proposed a new MC formulation, referred to as shift method, for radiative 

transfer in quasi-isothermal, non-scattering media. The ratio of exchanged to emitted powers is 

very small, since the medium is quasi-isothermal, and so the forward MC method becomes 

quite slow. This difficulty is overcome in the shift method, which was found to be orders of 

magnitude more efficient than the forward formulation. The shift method was also compared 

with the emission and the absorption reciprocity methods, and found to be more efficient for 

the prediction of wall heat fluxes, but slightly less efficient for the calculation of radiative heat 

sources. 

 

The tracking of the photons until they are absorbed, particularly in complex geometries and 

non-homogeneous and non-isothermal media, is a time-consuming task. In these media, the 

calculation of the locations of absorption or scattering, which requires the inversion of the 

function that expresses the optical thickness of the medium as a function of the path length, can 

only be done numerically, rather than analytically. This was the motivation for the development 

of the so-called null-collision MC algorithm [40]. The idea is to modify the radiative transfer 

equation (RTE) by adding two new terms that cancel out, namely a new absorption term with a 

null-collision absorption coefficient, and a purely forward scattering term. The modified 

extinction coefficient, given by the sum of the original extinction coefficient and the null-

collision absorption coefficient, is uniform, thus allowing a straightforward analytical 

determination of the distance travelled by a photon bundle until absorption or scattering occurs. 

Galtier et al. [40] applied this concept to the solution of the integral formulation of the RTE 

using the MC method. The method was further developed by Eymet et al. [41] who proposed a 

new algorithm to avoid the need of a volumetric mesh, i.e., their MC implementation is 

independent of the mesh, and applied it to a premixed bluff-body stabilized flame in a 

combustion chamber. 

 

Another interesting development is the symbolic MC method, which retains some parameters 

as symbolic variables. A new symbolic MC method based on the null-collision algorithm was 

reported by Galtier et al. [42], which yields the radiative quantities, such as the radiation 

intensity, as polynomials of the absorption and scattering coefficients. 

 

Recently, quasi-MC methods [43],[44] were employed to solve RHT problems in 3D 

participating media, aimed at the improvement of the convergence rate, and therefore the 

computational efficiency. In these methods, the random numbers are replaced by low-



discrepancy sequences. Sobol sequences were employed by Palluoto et al. [43], while Farmer 

and Roy [44] used compared three different low-discrepancy sequences: Sobol, Halton and 

Niederreiter. In both works, the quasi MC method was found to be computationally faster than 

the traditional MC method in the simulation of turbulent reactive flows. Furthermore, the non-

stochastic nature of quasi-MC methods avoids the production of statistical noise in the solution, 

which can be beneficial in coupling contexts. However, as for MC methods, quasi-MC methods 

require a large amount of photon bundles to reach convergence. 

 

Despite several different proposals to reduce the computational requirements of the MC 

method, its main drawback is that it is often computationally expensive in comparison with 

deterministic methods, particularly in the case of relatively simple problems. In fact, a large 

number of photon bundles is required to obtain statistically accurate results. In addition, in 

comparison to other RTE solvers, the MC method is more difficult to adapt to the grid and 

solution methods for the reacting flow conservation equations. Therefore the software available 

to solve fluid flow, conduction/convection heat transfer and combustion problems cannot be 

employed to solve radiation problems using the MC method. New subroutines must be written 

for this purpose.  

 

3.2. Spherical Harmonic Methods 

 

In the spherical harmonics method [22] the radiation intensity field is written as a truncated 

series expansion in terms of directional dependent spherical harmonics. The coefficient of each 

term of the series is a function of the spatial coordinates. The scattering phase function is 

expressed as a truncated series of Legendre polynomials. These approximations are substituted 

into the RTE, which is then multiplied by the spherical harmonics of the series expansion and 

integrated over all directions. In this way, the RTE is transformed into a set of simultaneous 

partial differential equations. When the spherical harmonics series is truncated after one or three 

terms, the so-called P1 and P3 approximations are obtained. The former requires the solution 

of just one partial differential equation. Approximations of order higher than 3 have seldom 

been employed in the heat transfer community, and only a few works have used the P3 

approximation [6]. In fact, approximations of higher order are far more mathematically 

complicated and the increase of accuracy is slow with the increase of the order of the 

approximation.  

 

The P1 approximation is by far the most widely used variant in the spherical harmonics 

approach. The RTE for a grey isotropically scattering medium may be reduced to the following 

equation (see Modest [6] for details): 

 

−𝛁 ∙ (
1

3𝛽
𝛁𝐺) =  𝜅(4𝜋𝐼𝑏 − 𝐺)  (9) 

 

subject to the following boundary condition, in the case of a diffuse boundary: 

 

−
1

3𝛽
𝐧 ∙ 𝛁𝐺 =  

𝜖𝑤
2 (2 − 𝜖𝑤)

 (4𝜋𝐼𝑏 − 𝐺)  (10) 

 

The P1 approximation often yields fairly accurate solutions at a low computational cost, 

particularly when the medium is optically thick, the radiation intensity field is nearly isotropic 

and emission from the medium is dominant. The accuracy decreases in optically thin media and 



in strongly anisotropic radiation intensity fields, particularly in multidimensional geometries 

with large aspect ratios (Modest [6]).  

 

Two modifications of the P1 method have been proposed to increase its accuracy, namely the 

modified differential approximation (MDA) and the improved differential approximation 

(IDA). In the MDA, the radiation intensity field is split into two contributions: one component 

due to radiation leaving from the walls and the other one due to radiation coming from the 

medium. The former component is determined by dividing the surface of the enclosure into 

subsurfaces of uniform radiosity and calculating their radiosities by means of a method similar 

to that commonly employed to calculate radiative transfer in a non-participating medium. The 

latter component is determined according to the P1 approximation. In the IDA, the integral form 

of the RTE is employed, leading to the radiation intensity expressed again as the sum of two 

components. One of them, due to radiation leaving from the walls, is determined as in the MDA. 

The other, which is related to medium emission and in-scattering, corresponds to the integral 

of the source function, and is determined by invoking again the P1 approximation. The P1, 

MDA and IDA methods were compared by Gerardin et al. [45] for 3D emitting, absorbing and 

linearly anisotropic scattering media. They concluded that the MDA improves the accuracy of 

P1 in some situations, namely for scattering media and for problems where the radiation field 

is significantly influenced by radiation from the boundary, but its accuracy is lower than that of 

the IDA. 

 

Yang and Modest [46],[47] developed a new generic methodology to decompose the PN 

approximation of the RTE into a set of coupled partial differential equations, which is valid for 

variable properties and applicable to arbitrary 3D geometries. They employed successive 

elimination of spherical harmonic tensors, thereby reducing the number of (𝑁 + 1)2 
simultaneous first order partial differential equations of previous PN approximations to 

𝑁(𝑁 + 1) 2⁄  second-order, elliptic, partial differential equations, which can be solved by 

standard library packages. A set of generic boundary conditions has also been presented. 

Although the method can be applied to approximations of any order, only P3 results have been 

presented. Yang and Modest [46],[47] claimed that the approximation is superior to the discrete 

ordinates or finite volume methods, for similar order of accuracy, as far as the ray effects and 

computational efficiency are concerned, particularly for scattering and optically thick media. In 

both cases, the convergence rate of those methods slows down, while that of P3 remains 

unaffected. 

 

The set of equations derived in the previous works [46],[47] is rather complicated for spatially 

varying absorption and anisotropic scattering. Modest [48] reduced the complexity of the 

formulation for the case of isotropic scattering and used a self-consistent set of boundary 

conditions derived from the original set of Marshak’s boundary conditions. This formulation, 

which reduces to 2(𝑁 + 1) 4⁄  simultaneous equations in two-dimensional problems, was 

implemented in OpenFOAM [49]. It was found that while the P3 approximation is significantly 

more accurate than P1, the P5 approximation yields only a slight improvement in accuracy over 

P3, which is hardly justifiable regarding the increased computational effort. A simplified 

formulation for 2D axisymmetric problems, which also involves 2(𝑁 + 1) 4⁄  simultaneous 

partial differential equations, was presented by Ge et al. [50], and also implemented in 

OpenFOAM. Additional refinements of this work were reported by Ge et al. [51] who derived 

a 2D Cartesian version of the higher-order PN method, extended the boundary conditions to 

allow for nonblack and mixed diffuse-specular surfaces, and to deal with specified radiative 

flux at the walls and for symmetry/specular reflection boundaries. 

 



The P1 approximation is computationally cheap and may be easily incorporated in codes for 

the solution of the reactive flows. The P3 approximation yields a system of partial differential 

equations, being more computationally demanding and requiring more effort to integrate in 

combustion codes, since those equations are strongly coupled and are mathematically different 

from the transport equations that govern conservation of for mass, momentum, energy and 

chemical species. 

 

3.3. Discrete Ordinates and Finite Volume Methods 

 

The DOM [23],[24] and the FVM [25],[26] are two somewhat similar techniques often used to 

solve the RTE. These methods often yield relatively accurate results for a wide range of 

problems with moderate computational resources. Strictly speaking, the terminology DOM and 

FVM refers to how the angular discretization of the RTE is carried out, and does not reflect 

how the spatial discretization is performed. Indeed, both methods usually rely on the finite 

volume method to spatially discretize the RTE, even though a few different spatial 

discretization procedures have been employed in the case of the DOM. As far as the angular 

discretization is concerned, the DOM solves the RTE for a set of discrete directions, which span 

the total solid angle range of 4 steradians around a point in space, and approximates the 

integrals over solid angles by means of a numerical quadrature rule. In contrast, in the FVM the 

RTE is integrated over the control angles that arise from the angular discretization of the total 

solid angle of 4. It is assumed that the radiation intensity is constant within a control angle, 

but its direction is allowed to vary within that angle.  

 

In the DOM, the discrete form of the RTE for a Cartesian coordinate system and for the step 

scheme may be written as follows for a discrete direction 𝑚 (see Coelho [52] for a detailed 

derivation of this equation), where 𝑚 ranges from 1 to the total number of discrete directions, 

denoted by M: 

 

 

[|𝜉𝑚|𝐴𝑥 + |𝜂
𝑚|𝐴𝑦 + |𝜇

𝑚|𝐴𝑧 + 𝛽𝑉 −
𝜎𝑠
4𝜋
𝑤𝑚Φ(𝑠

𝑚, 𝑠𝑚)𝑉] 𝐼𝑝
𝑚

= |𝜉𝑚|𝐴𝑥𝐼𝑥,𝑖𝑛
𝑚 + |𝜂𝑚|𝐴𝑦𝐼𝑦,𝑖𝑛

𝑚 + |𝜇𝑚|𝐴𝑧𝐼𝑧,𝑖𝑛
𝑚 + 𝜅𝐼𝑏,𝑃𝑉

+
𝜎𝑠
4𝜋
𝑉 ∑ Φ(𝑠𝑙, 𝑠𝑚)𝐼𝑝

𝑙

𝑀

𝑙=1
(𝑙≠𝑚)

𝑤𝑙  

(11) 

 

In the FVM, considering once again a Cartesian coordinate system and the step scheme, the 

discrete form of the RTE for the 𝑚th control angle (see again Coelho [52] for a detailed 

derivation of this equation), where 𝑚 ranges from 1 to the total number of control angles, 

denoted by 𝑀, is written as: 

 

[|𝐷𝑐𝑥
𝑚|𝐴𝑥 + |𝐷𝑐𝑦

𝑚 |𝐴𝑦 + |𝐷𝑐𝑧
𝑚|𝐴𝑧 + 𝛽𝑉∆Ω

𝑚 −
𝜎𝑠
4𝜋
∆Ω𝑚∆Ω𝑚Φ̅𝑚𝑚𝑉] 𝐼𝑝

𝑚

= |𝐷𝑐𝑥
𝑚|𝐴𝑥𝐼𝑥,𝑖𝑛

𝑚 + |𝐷𝑐𝑦
𝑚 |𝐴𝑦𝐼𝑦,𝑖𝑛

𝑚 + |𝐷𝑐𝑧
𝑚|𝐴𝑧𝐼𝑧,𝑖𝑛

𝑚 + 𝜅𝐼𝑏,𝑃𝑉∆Ω
𝑚

+
𝜎𝑠
4𝜋
𝑉 ∑ Φ̅𝑙𝑚𝐼𝑝

𝑙

𝑀

𝑙=1
(𝑙≠𝑚)

∆Ω𝑙∆Ω𝑚  

 

(12) 

where 
 



𝐷𝑐𝑓
𝑚 =  m

m
f dns  

 
(13) 

 

ΔΩ𝑚 = ∫ 𝑑Ω𝑚

ΔΩm
 

 
(14) 

 

Φ̅𝑙𝑚 =
∫ ∫ Φ(𝑠𝑙 , 𝑠𝑙)dΩ𝑚dΩ𝑙

ΔΩ𝑚ΔΩ𝑙

ΔΩ𝑚ΔΩ𝑙
 

 
(15) 

 

The radiation intensities for different directions or control angles are coupled via the in-

scattering term (last term of the right hand side of Eqs. 11 and 12) and, if the boundary surfaces 

are not black, via the boundary conditions.  

 

The accuracy of the DOM and FVM depends on the spatial and angular discretization methods 

employed. The step scheme often leads to false scattering (similar to false diffusion in CFD), 

while the diamond scheme, which corresponds to the central difference scheme in CFD, is 

unbounded and may yield unphysical results. High order spatial discretization schemes 

effectively overcome the limitations of the step and diamond schemes. The most popular 

schemes are based either on the normalized variable diagram boundedness criteria or on the 

total variation diminishing criteria [53]. 

 

The angular discretization in the DOM is usually based on a few recommended guidelines, 

while in the FVM it is generally carried out using the piecewise-constant angular discretization 

procedure. The set of discrete directions in the DOM should be invariant to rotations of 90° 

about the coordinate axes, the quadrature weights should be positive, and the lowest order 

moments of the direction cosines should be exactly satisfied, particularly the moments of order 

zero, one and two. These rules still leave much freedom in the selection of the quadrature, and 

therefore several different possibilities are available [54], the most widely used ones being the 

SN quadrature.  

 

Both the DOM and the FVM suffer from ray effects, which arise from the angular discretization, 

and result from the approximation of the radiation intensity, which is a continuously varying 

function of the direction, by a piecewise constant function of the direction. Still, ray effects may 

be mitigated somewhat in the FVM, because the variation of the direction of the radiation 

intensity within a control angle is taken into account (see Eq. 13). While ray effects may be 

reduced by increasing the number of discrete directions, a very fine angular refinement is often 

needed to successfully reduce them, but this has an adverse impact on the computational 

requirements. Several methods have been proposed to diminish the errors due to ray effects, but 

no general and effective solution is available. If the ray effects arise from discontinuities or 

sharp gradients in the boundary conditions, the modified DOM [55], which is based on the 

decomposition of the radiation intensity employed in the MDA, is able to overcome this 

problem. However, the calculation of the component of the radiation intensity coming from the 

boundaries requires the numerical solution of a few integrals, in the case of Cartesian 

coordinates, or the use of another method, e.g., the zone or the Monte Carlo method, in the case 

of complex geometries. In the latter case, there is a major increase in complexity and CPU time 

in comparison with the standard formulation. 

 

It was found that the errors due to ray effects and false scattering have opposite effects and tend 

to compensate each other [56]. In fact, false scattering smooths, and ray effects enhances, 

discontinuities or gradients of the radiation intensity field. As a consequence, the increase of 



the solution accuracy requires the simultaneous reduction of the errors due to false scattering 

and ray effects. Accordingly, both spatial and angular refinement should be carried out 

simultaneously. Otherwise, if only the spatial grid or the angular discretization are refined, the 

solution accuracy might decrease.  

 

Classical numerical methods for the solution of the system of discretized equations may be 

applied to solve the discretized equations in the DOM and FVM. It turns out that radiation 

propagates along straight lines in media with uniform refractive index, and this implies that the 

radiation intensity at a grid node depends only on the radiation intensity at upstream grid nodes, 

provided that the in-scattering is treated as a source term. Hence, the Gauss-Seidel method is 

widely used. In this method, the radiation intensity is calculated by sweeping all the control 

volumes by lines or columns, starting from a control volume at one of the corners of the 

computational domain. This corner is selected according to the direction under consideration, 

in such a way that the radiation propagates from the cell faces of that control volume that are 

coincident with the boundary of the domain to the interior of the domain. In general, the solution 

algorithm is iterative. Other solution algorithms may be employed, such as Krylov subspace 

iterative methods.  

 

A comprehensive review of the DOM and FVM is available in Coelho [57]. In the last few 

years, several works have been published aiming at the improvement of accuracy or reduction 

of the computational requirements of these methods. The DOM does not guarantee energy 

conservation in the case of anisotropic scattering, i.e., the integral of the phase function over 

the sphere may be different from the actual value of 4. A simple correction factor can be used 

to overcome this problem, but it may change the shape of the scattering phase function when 

the asymmetry factor of the phase function is large. Several methods have been proposed to 

simultaneously satisfy conservation of energy and maintain the shape of the phase function 

[58],[59]. Modifications of the angular discretization procedure have been used to reduce the 

ray effects, namely by averaging the computed solution for several reference frame orientations 

[60], by employing a goal-based angular adaptivity method [61] or a goal-oriented regional 

angular adaptive algorithm [62]. The application to problems with specular reflection was 

addressed in Refs. [63],[64]. 

 

The DOM and FVM provide a good compromise between accuracy and computational 

requirements for many problems, being quite popular in heat transfer and combustion 

applications. They are both easily included in combustion codes, since the discrete equations 

are mathematically similar to those that describe fluid flow, energy and species transport, and 

the same solution methods can be employed. 

 

A comparison of the three methods described above is illustrated in Fig. 1 [47]. It shows the 

normalized incident heat flux on the top wall of a two-dimensional square enclosure of side 

length L and bounded by black and cold walls, except in the mid-section of length dh of the 

bottom wall, whose temperature is Th. The results shown in Fig. 1 were obtained for dh/L=0.2 

and for a pure, isotropically scattering medium with an optical thickness of unity based on the 

enclosure side length. The Monte Carlo solution may be considered as almost exact. The P3 

method yields smooth profiles, but the heat flux is overpredicted by about 40% at x=0. In 

contrast, the FVM profiles exhibit unphysical oscillations due to ray effects caused by the 

discontinuity in the temperature at the bottom boundary. If grid refinement is carried out for the 

same angular discretization (4 × 8), the amplitude of the oscillations increases and the solution 

becomes worse. Similarly, if the angular discretization is refined for the same mesh (10 × 10), 

the solution does not improve. Both spatial and angular refinement should be carried out 



simultaneously, as discussed by Raithby [56], but ray effects for this problem can only be 

mitigated by using very fine spatial and angular discretization, which is too computationally 

demanding. It is worth to point out that this is a test case with particularly severe ray effects, 

because only a small region in the boundary is hot and there is an abrupt temperature 

discontinuity at the edges of that region. An alternative that would effectively remove the ray 

effects and yield an accurate solution would be the modified DOM or modified FVM [55],[57]. 

 

The methods described above are also compared in Fig. 2 for combined steady state, laminar, 

natural convection and radiation in a two-dimensional square enclosure [65]. The top and 

bottom walls are adiabatic, and the left and side walls are maintained at 310 K and 290 K, 

respectively. All the walls are black, and the medium is assumed to be grey and does not scatter. 

The results shown in Fig. 2 were obtained for a Rayleigh number (Ra) of 104 and a Planck 

number (Pl) of 0.1, using a mesh with 61×61 control volumes and, in the case of the FVM, 4×8 

control angles. They represent the variation of the Nusselt number along the hot wall, which 

was defined as q L/k T, where q is the sum of the convective and radiative heat fluxes, L the 

side length, k the thermal conductivity of the medium and T the difference between the 

temperatures at the hot and cold walls. The DOM and FVM predictions are very close to the 

Monte Carlo reference solution, even though a few discrepancies are visible for the FVM in the 

cases of an optical thickness of =0.1 and  =1. The P1 approximation consistently yields poor 

predictions, while P3 performs well for =5 and  =10, but still deviates significantly from the 

reference solution for =0.1 and  =1. Figure 2 also includes results obtained using the 

simplified spherical harmonics (SP) method [66], which was not mentioned above.  

 

 
Figure 1. Incident heat flux on the top wall of a square enclosure bounded by black and cold 

walls, except in a small region in the middle of the bottom wall. (a) Influence of the spatial 

discretization in the FVM; (b) Influence of the angular discretization in the FVM. 

 

 



 
Figure 2. Nusselt number along the hot wall of a two-dimensional square enclosure for Ra = 

104 and Pl = 0.1. 

 

The choice of the RTE solver is mainly dictated by the application and the computational effort 

that can be accepted. Very few works were devoted to extensive comparison of MC, PN and 

DOM or FVM in coupled calculations of combustion systems. A notable exception is the work 

of Pal et al. for turbulent jet flames [67]. They compared radiative models involving different 

gas radiative property models and RTE solvers for the RANS simulation of the Sandia flame D 

and two other optically thicker flames designed from the Sandia flame D by scaling up the 

burner diameter by a factor of 4 with or without soot. The combustion model was a transported 

PDF approach whereas soot volume fraction was introduced through simple state relationships. 

For the RTE solvers, the authors compared the Photon Monte Carlo (PMC) method, developed 

by Wang et al. [33], the P1, P3, and the FVM with 16 × 4 control angles. For the optically-thin 

Sandia flame D all the RTE solvers were found to provide accurate predictions and, in such 

configuration, the P1 is recommended due to its simplicity. For the optically thicker flames, the 

P3 and FVM were found to provide predictions comparable with those of the PMC with the P3 

being significantly more computationally efficient.  

 

4. Radiative properties of particles and gas 

 

4.1. Gas radiative property models 

 

4.1.1. General comments about gas-radiation interactions 

 

Interactions between gases and electromagnetic radiation occur at the molecular scale. They are 

due to exchanges of energy quanta between molecules and the radiation field. Gas spectra are 

comprised of millions of spectral lines, each of which is associated with a transition between 

particular energy levels of the molecule (pairs of rotational and vibrational levels with distinct 

sets of quantum numbers are considered in the infrared), as described theoretically in [68].  

 

Each spectral line is characterized by: 1) a location in the spectrum (its line center 𝜂𝑙, whose 

value is proportional to the difference between the energy of the two states involved in the 



radiative transition), 2) a value of the integrated area under the spectral line (called its line 

strength, 𝑆𝑙) and 3) a profile 𝐹(𝜂 − 𝜂𝑙), that accounts for the physical mechanisms (collisional, 

Brownian motion, etc.) that drive the shape of the spectral lines. In most combustion 

applications, it is reasonable to treat spectral line profiles as Lorentz, 𝐹(𝜂 − 𝜂𝑙) = 𝐹𝐿(𝜂 − 𝜂𝑙), 
i.e., related to collisions between the gaseous molecules. Because the Lorentz model over-

predicts the absorption in the line wings, these profiles are, in practice, truncated at some 

reasonable distance from line center. With these notations, the absorption coefficient of the gas 

at some wavenumber   is the sum of the contributions of all spectral lines in the spectrum: 

 

𝜅𝜂 =  𝑥𝑝 ∑ 𝐹𝐿(𝜂 − 𝜂𝑙)

𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠

   (16) 

 

where 𝑥 is the molar fraction of absorbing gaseous species and 𝑝 the total pressure of the gas.  

Figure 3 depicts small portions of absorption spectra for CO2 at atmospheric pressure and 

various temperatures. It is obvious from this figure that 1) gases are highly non-grey media, as 

values of their spectral absorption coefficient vary over several orders of magnitude, and 2) gas 

spectra are strongly dependent on temperature with the appearance of the so-called hot lines. 

These lines are imperceptible at ambient temperature and become of increasing importance as 

the temperature grows. As such, temperature affects strongly the number of lines to account for 

accurate predictions. Pearson et al. illustrated this behavior [69]. They showed that there are 

202,228, 78,960 and 1706 important lines for H2O, CO2 and CO at 400K, respectively. These 

numbers reach 1,697,210, 7,903,720 and 8633 at 1,500K and 60,165,500, 8,370,444, and 

23,428 at 3,000 K. From Fig. 3, one can notice that the dependence of absorption coefficients 

on temperature cannot be represented as a simple linear relationship between the spectra. In 

other words, gas spectra in distinct states are not scaled, viz. the spectral and local (through the 

local properties of the gas) dependencies of the absorption coefficient cannot be treated 

independently. 

 

Figure 4 illustrates the influence of total pressure on gas spectra at a fixed gas temperature 

(1,500 K): collisions between molecules lead to a broadening of the spectral lines that reduces 

the amplitude of rapid variation of the absorption coefficient. However, even at high pressure 

(30 atmospheres is the maximum considered in this figure), gases cannot be reasonably 

considered as grey media. Changes in total pressure have significant effects on RHT [70],[71]. 

Chu et al. [72],[73] performed 1D and 2D axisymmetric decoupled RHT with several gas 

radiative property models. They showed that pressure affects gas radiation predominantly 

through an increase in gas density (proportional to the product 𝑥𝑝 in Eq. 16) whereas the 

broadening of spectral lines with increasing pressure, although significant as illustrated in Fig. 

2, has a small influence on gas radiation transfer. Their calculations were limited to 

configurations with characteristic dimensions of the order of 1 m and this result has to be 

verified for media at larger physical scales. 

 



 
Figure 3. portions of CO2 spectra at 1 atm and various temperatures – LBL data from Ref. 

[70] 

 

Figure 5 depicts two absorption spectra of CO2 at atmospheric pressure. The band structures 

clearly appear in this figure. Spectra are represented with respect to the wavenumber, which is 

the inverse of the wavelength of radiation. This kind of representation is common in 

spectroscopy as the wavenumber relates directly with the outputs of Fourier Transfer 

spectrometers. This figure introduces the concept of a narrow band that has a band interval of 

the order of 25 cm-1 over which the blackbody intensity as well as the radiative properties of 

particles can be assumed constant. 

 

 
Figure 4. Portions of CO2 spectra at 1500 K and various pressures– LBL data from Ref. [70]. 

 

The simplest and arguably most accurate method to treat radiative transfer problems in gases is 

to solve the RTE at high spectral resolution, rigorously accounting for the complex variation of 

absorption properties with wavenumber. This approach is referred to as Line-by-Line (LBL) 

integration, since it intends to resolve individual spectral lines. LBL methods are the reference 

for decoupled RHT with the availability of accurate high-temperature high-resolution 

spectroscopic databases such as HITEMP 2010 [74]. Typically, the spectral resolution in LBL 

simulations of gas radiative transfer is 0.01 cm-1, which requires one to solve approximately 

106 RTE to cover the entire spectrum of interest for RHT. Therefore, LBL is extraordinarily 

time consuming and cannot reasonably be used for RHT calculations in multidimensional-

coupled simulations. Presently, even with recent advances in computer resources, approximate 

methods remain the most relevant choices in practical engineering applications. 

 



 
Figure 5. CO2 spectra at distinct temperatures over the full spectrum– LBL data from Ref. 

[70]. 

 

Approximate gas radiative property models can be classified based on their spectral resolution. 

Narrow band models such as the Statistical Narrow Band (SNB) and the Narrow Band 

Correlated-k (NBCK) are known to be accurate [75] in usual configurations. However, SNB 

models cannot be used together with arbitrary RTE solvers, which limits strongly its use in 

practical applications. The NBCK does not suffer from this drawback but is also probably much 

too time consuming for coupled RHT problems [73]. The NBCK model was degraded at the 

wide-band resolution, leading to the Wide Band Correlated-k [73],[76]. This model was found 

to provide NBCK accuracy for spectrally integrated radiative outputs and was applied to the 

simulation of turbulent jet diffusion flames [77]. Models at the resolution of the full spectrum 

are referred to as global methods in the literature and include the Weighted-Sum-of-Grey-Gases 

(WSGG) [78], the Spectral Line Weighted-sum-of-grey-gases (SLW) [79]-[82] the Absorption 

Distribution Function (ADF) [83] and the Full-Spectrum Correlated-k (FSCK) [84] methods. 

The WSGG is the most popular gas radiation model for combustion simulations due to its 

simplicity and ease of implementation. Significant efforts were made over the last decade to 

update the WSGG parameters from accurate spectroscopic databases and these recent versions 

have been found to provide reasonably accurate engineering predictions for situations 

representative of actual combustion problems [78],[85],[86],[87]. Nevertheless, the WSGG 

model has limitations inherent to its formulation. In particular, it is difficult to deal with general 

gas mixtures (and particles) where the mole fraction ratios of the participating components are 

not constant without complicating the model and introducing loss in its computational 

efficiency [88]. On the other hand, SLW and FSCK methods, which are based on the k-

distribution concept, are generally more accurate than the WSGG [72],[73],[76],[89],[90] and 

have benefitted from extensive developments over the last twenty years that make them very 

attractive for coupled simulations of combustion problems. Both the NBCK and the global 

models may be readily incorporated in the RTE solvers addressed in section 3, namely MC, P1, 

P3, DOM and FVM. 

 

k-distribution methods, namely the NBCK and the FSCK will be the focus of this review, 

although the FSCK and SLW methods are fundamentally identical, and produce identical 

results when implemented in the same way. The k-distribution concept will be first introduced 

at the narrow band resolution before being extended to the full-spectrum. 

 

4.1.2. Principle of narrow band k-distribution methods 

 

As shown in Figure 1, due the strong variation of absorption coefficient with wavenumber 

(inverse of the wavelength of the radiation), a given value of 𝜅𝜂 is encountered many times over 



a spectral interval. The primary idea behind k-distribution methods is to group spectral intervals 

with identical (or similar) values of 𝜅𝜂. This can be done by defining the probability of 

encountering inside a narrow band of spectral width, ∆𝜂, a value of the spectral absorption 

coefficient lower than some prescribed value k as: 

 

𝑔(𝑘) =  Ρ(𝜅𝜂 < 𝑘)  =
1

∆𝜂
 ∫𝐻(𝑘 − 𝜅𝜂)𝑑𝜂

∆𝜂

 (17) 

 

With this definition, the mean value of any function f of the absorption coefficient (including 

the emissivity or transmissivity, or more interestingly, the integral solution of the RTE) can be 

written as the expectancy of this function with respect to the probability measure Eq. (17): 

 

1

∆𝜂
 ∫ 𝑓(𝜅𝜂)𝑑𝜂

∆𝜂

= ∫  𝑓(𝑘)𝑑𝑔(𝑘) 

+∞

0

 (18) 

 

As the function 𝑔(𝑘) represents the probability of encountering inside the band a spectral value 

of the absorption coefficient lower than k, it is strictly increasing and thus invertible, and takes 

on values in the interval  0,1 . These properties allow Eq. (18) to be rewritten as: 

 

1

∆𝜂
 ∫ 𝑓(𝜅𝜂)𝑑𝜂

∆𝜂

= ∫  𝑓[𝑘(𝑔)]𝑑𝑔 

1

0

 (19) 

 

where 𝑘(𝑔), which is an absorption coefficient representative of the true absorption spectrum 

in a reorganized spectral scale (sometimes called pseudo-spectral), is the inverse of the function 

𝑔(𝑘). 
 

The main advantage of the formulation of Eq. (19) compared to its equivalent Eq. (18) is that 

Eq. (19) involves an integral between 0 and 1 that can be readily approximated with high 

accuracy through numerical quadratures with few quadrature points (typically of the order of 

𝑁𝑔=10): 

 

1

∆𝜂
 ∫ 𝑓(𝜅𝜂)𝑑𝜂

∆𝜂

=∑ 𝑓[𝑘(𝑔𝑖)]𝜔𝑖 

𝑁𝑔

𝑖=1

 (20) 

 

where 𝜔𝑖 and 𝑔𝑖 are, respectively, the weights and nodes of the numerical quadrature at order 

𝑁𝑔 over the interval  0,1 . Gauss-Legendre or Gauss-Lobatto quadratures are the most usual 

numerical schemes encountered to generate these weights and nodes (quadrature points). 

 

4.1.3. Extension to the Full Spectrum 

 

The narrow band k-distribution approach described in the previous subsection can be extended 

to the full spectrum by simply replacing the definition of the probability law Eq. (17) by a 

formulation more suited to this distinct though similar problem. Accordingly, over the full 

spectrum, it is common to replace Eq. (17) by: 



 

𝑔(𝑘, 𝜙, 𝑇𝑏) =  Ρ[𝜅𝜂(𝜙) < 𝑘]  =
1

𝐼𝑏(𝑇𝑏)
 ∫ 𝐻[𝑘 − 𝜅𝜂(𝜙)]𝐼𝑏𝜂(𝑇𝑏)𝑑𝜂

[0,+∞]

 (21) 

 

where 𝐼𝑏𝜂(𝑇𝑏) is the blackbody radiative intensity provided by the Planck function evaluated at 

some prescribed temperature 𝑇𝑏 and 𝐼𝑏(𝑇𝑏) =
𝜎𝑇𝑏

4

𝜋
= ∫ 𝐼𝑏𝜂(𝑇𝑏)𝑑𝜂

+∞

0
 its integral over the full 

spectrum. 

 

It can be noticed that as soon as this definition of probability law is made, all subsequent 

relationships for narrow bands, viz. Eqs. (18-20), remain valid over the full spectrum with minor 

changes.  

 

The main advantage of this method is thus to allow the approximation of any function of the 

absorption coefficient, that would require many thousands of spectral components at high 

spectral resolution, by a sum over a few components (𝑁𝑔~10  and equal to the order of the 

quadrature used for the calculation). A large gain in terms of computational time can thus be 

achieved by application of the Full Spectrum k-distribution method [91],[92]. 

 

4.1.4. Extension to non-uniform gas 

 

Up to now, the principle of k-distribution methods in isothermal, homogeneous (uniform) gases 

has been described. In most cases of practical interest, gaseous media are characterized by 

spatial gradients of temperature and species concentrations. Treating such problems is 

complicated because, as noticed previously, the spectra are strongly dependent on the local 

thermophysical properties of the gas, such as temperature, composition and pressure. 

Adaptation and assumption in the previous relationships are thus required to treat these more 

general configurations. They are detailed and explained in the following references [68],[93] 

Only the main ideas and corresponding results are provided here for brevity. 

 

The main idea to extend k-distribution methods from uniform to non-uniform media consists in 

assuming that the spectra for the same molecule in different thermophysical states are related 

by a functional (correlated, [84]) or statistical (comonotonic, [94]) relationship that preserves 

spectral intervals in such a way that the following equality between probability functions holds: 

 

𝑔(𝑘1, 𝜙1, 𝑇𝑏) =  Ρ[𝜅𝜂(𝜙1) < 𝑘1]  = Ρ[𝜅𝜂(𝜙2) < 𝑘2] = 𝑔(𝑘2, 𝜙2, 𝑇𝑏)  (22) 

 

Here, indices 1 and 2 refer to absorption coefficients related to thermophysical states 𝜙1 =
{𝑝1, 𝑇1, 𝑥1} and 𝜙2 = {𝑝2, 𝑇2, 𝑥2}, respectively. The same relationship is then assumed to remain 

valid for any pair of thermophysical states, allowing extension of the present idea to any 

configuration. 

 

In the case of narrow bands, solving the implicit equation Eq. (22) (that does not depend on 𝑇𝑏 

in the case of narrow bands) is the basis of the so-called NBCK method. Over the full spectrum, 

the problem is a bit more complicated because distribution functions 𝑔(𝑘, 𝜙, 𝑇𝑏) depend, from 

their definition, on the Planck temperature 𝑇𝑏. Subject to the choice of 𝑇𝑏, various methods can 

be constructed. It was shown in Ref. [95] that a total of eight distinct possible versions can be 

formulated. Some of them do not preserve the Planck-mean absorption coefficient of the gas, 

which introduces error since this coefficient characterizes the emission spectrum. Described 



below are two versions of the method that preserve Planck mean absorption coefficients. 

Predictions using these two methods are compared later in this paper in actual RHT calculations 

in flames.  

 

4.1.5. FSCK (Cai and Modest’s scheme, [96]) 

 

The FSCK method [91] requires first the definition of a single reference state of the gas, which 

is used to reorder the wavenumber axis. Then, over this reordered wavenumber scale, gas 

spectra in distinct states are assumed to be related through an increasing function. This function 

does not need to be specified explicitly, but rather, is defined implicitly through a relationship 

of the form of Eq. (22). Notice that the definition of the reference state required for this method 

can only be made through intuitive reasoning (Gas spectra are never rigorously related through 

any kind of functional relationship; only cases of single spectral lines can be properly treated 

this way.) Many methods (such as the ADF method, for example) suffer from the same 

constraint. 

 

Modest recommends that the gas reference state be determined by volume averaging the mole 

fractions of radiating species and by considering a blackbody emission-averaged temperature 

as reference temperature [6]. The stretching factor, 𝑎(𝑔0), is then defined [6] as 𝑎(𝑔0) =
𝑑𝑔(𝑘0,𝜙0,𝑇)

𝑑𝑔0(𝑘0,𝜙0,𝑇0)
 (see Eq. 23). Here the subscript 0 refers to the reference state. The Cai and Modest 

scheme to determine the absorption coefficient in Eq. (23) can be summarized as follows [96]: 

i) determine 𝑘0 from 𝑔(𝑘0, 𝜙0, 𝑇0) = 𝑔0 where 𝑔0 is a given quadrature point ; ii) determine 

𝑔(𝑘0, 𝜙0, 𝑇) using 𝑘0, and iii) compute 𝑘∗ by solving 𝑔(𝑘∗, 𝜙, 𝑇) = 𝑔(𝑘0, 𝜙0, 𝑇). 
 

4.1.6. RC-FSK 

 

The Rank Correlated FSK (RC-FSK) [92] method (developed from its predecessor, the RC-

SLW model [97]) does not require the arbitrary definition of the reference state of the gas. It 

has been shown that the RC-FSK and RC-SLW methods are theoretically identical, and produce 

identical predictions if the same numerical implementation is employed [92]. This method is 

also founded on a relationship between gas spectra of the form of Eq. (22) but, unlike the FSK 

or ADF methods which assume a relationship between absorption coefficients in distinct states, 

in the RC-FSK method (or equivalently RC-SLW), a relationship between spectral intervals is 

used. This makes the RC-FSK/RC-SLW models different from other correlated methods when 

applied in discrete form, viz. together with a formula such as Eq. (22), even if all these 

techniques converge to the same limit for an infinite number of grey gases (which are never 

used in practice). RC-FSK/RC-SLW methods thus provide results that differ from other 

correlated methods, even when all parameters (reference state where applicable, blackbody 

source temperature bT , number of grey gases) are fixed for all techniques. The RC-FSK scheme 

can be summarized as follows: i) solve 𝑔(𝑘∗, 𝜙, 𝑇𝑏) = 𝑔0 in order to get 𝑘∗ and to compute 

𝑔(𝑘∗, 𝜙, 𝑇) to determine the stretching factor defined as 𝑎(𝑔0) =
𝜕𝑔[𝑘(𝑔0,𝜙,𝑇𝑏),𝜙,𝑇]

𝜕𝑔0
. Although 𝑇𝑏 

can be selected arbitrarily, it is generally taken as equal to the reference temperature, 𝑇0 

[97],[92].  

 

In both the FSCK and RC-FSK models the corresponding RTE is written as a function of the 

distribution function 𝑘(𝑔) as: 

 



𝑑𝐼(𝑔)

𝑑𝑠
 = 𝑘(𝑔)𝑎(𝑔)𝐼𝑏(𝑇) − 𝑘(𝑔)𝐼(𝑔) (23) 

 

This form of the RTE is typical of global models and, indeed, is the same equation used for the 

more classical and more rudimentary WSGG model. 

 

However, as discussed previously, the FSCK and RC-FSK methods described use different 

approaches to evaluate the weights 𝑎(𝑔) involved in the RTE, Eq. (23). These weights play a 

role similar to those encountered in the WSGG model. However, based on the evaluation of 

absorption coefficients through a relationship of the form of Eq. (23), the absorption 

coefficients in RC-FSK/RC-SLW methods depend on the local thermophysical state of the gas 

encountered along radiation paths. They are thus more representative of the true physics than 

those used in the WSGG model. This can be clearly seen in Figure 1 (absorption coefficients 

are strongly dependent of the gas state, and this dependence is neglected in the WSGG, even if 

this kind of model is presently among the most widely used in coupled combustion 

calculations). 

 

A comparison of predictions made using the FSCK (Cai and Modest implementation [96]) and 

the RC-FSK (RC-SLW) model for a one-dimensional problem simulating the temperature and 

mole fraction profiles that might be encountered in a diffusion flame was reported in Ref. [92]. 

The layer was 1 m in width at a total pressure of 1 atm, bounded by black walls and filled with 

water vapour of varying concentration with the remainder nitrogen. The temperature and H2O 

mole fraction profiles were given by: 

𝑇(𝑥) =
(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛)

2
+
(𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛)

2
𝑐𝑜𝑠 [

2𝜋

𝐿
(𝑥 − 𝐿 2⁄ )] (24) 

 

and 

𝑥𝐻2𝑂(𝑥) =
(𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑚𝑖𝑛)

2
+
(𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑚𝑖𝑛)

2
𝑐𝑜𝑠 [

2𝜋

𝐿
(𝑥 − 𝐿 2⁄ )] (25) 

 

Two cases were investigated featuring moderate and extreme mole fraction and temperature 

differences, and corresponding average temperature and average mole fraction in the layer: 1) 

Case A: 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 300 K, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1300 K, 𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.1, 𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.2 (∆𝑇 = 1000 K, Tave = 

800 K, ∆𝑥𝐻2𝑂 = 0.1, 𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 0.15) and 2) Case B: 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 300 K, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 2300 K, 𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑚𝑖𝑛 

= 0.1, 𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.4 (∆𝑇 = 2000 K, Tave = 1300 K, ∆𝑥𝐻2𝑂 = 0.3, 𝑥𝐻2𝑂,𝑎𝑣𝑒 = 0.25). 

FSCK and RC-FSK predictions were compared with benchmark line-by-line spectral 

integrations carried out using the HITEMP 2010 spectroscopic database, which was also used 

to generate the FSCK and RC-FSK model parameters.  The spatial average temperature was 

used as the reference temperature in the FSCK model predictions.  

Figure 6 illustrates the predictions for local net radiative flux divergence Q(x) in the layer and 

the local error relative to the line-by-line benchmark.  The local error, LE(x) is defined as the 

absolute difference between FSCK or RC-FSK model and line-by-line benchmark prediction 

of flux divergence normalized by the absolute maximum benchmark prediction.  The figure 

illustrates that while both the FSCK and RC-FSK model yield very good predictions for both 



moderate and extreme differences in gas temperature and mole fraction, the accuracy of the 

RC-FSK model is somewhat better.  Further, as stated previously, unlike the FSCK method, the 

RC-FSK model requires no gas reference state.  

 

Figure 6. Predicted local divergence of the net radiative flux and local absolute error in the 

divergence predictions for Case A and Case B (adapted from Ref. [92]). 

Finally, the primary differences between the two previous methods (FSCK and RC-FSK) are 

that i) the RC-FSK method does not require the arbitrary choice of a reference state to construct 

values of the absorption coefficient at local states inside the gas, and ii) grey gas weights are 

evaluated differently. Recent comparisons [98] between these two approaches have also shown 

that the FSCK scheme of Cai and Modest cannot be recommended in situations where 

absorption by gases is dominant, whereas both methods provide acceptable and similar 

accuracies in emission-dominant cases as encountered in most combustion applications. 

Consequently, in general, the RC-FSK method (or its SLW predecessor, the RC-SLW method) 

is now recommended for radiative heat transfer calculations [99]. 

4.1.7. Summary 

 

Despite their apparent complexity, the full spectrum k-distribution methods are neither more 

complicated nor significantly more computationally demanding to use than the WSGG models. 

However, these full-spectrum k-distribution methods yield greater accuracy. Further, unlike the 

classical WSGG models, with available parameter databases k-distribution methods are 

applicable over a wide range of arbitrary gas species compositions, temperatures, and total 

pressures [70],[94]. A code built for RHT modeling using the WSGG model can be easily 

adapted to FSCK/RC-FSK methods, since the same RTE, Eq. (23), is solved in all these 

methods. The distribution functions required to generate the model parameters (local values of 

grey gas absorption coefficients and weights) can be found either in the form of correlations 



([70]) or as look-up tables ([70],[100]-[104]). Look-up tables are more memory intensive than 

correlations, but are recommended because they offer greater simplicity (since the inversion of 

values in a look-up table is nearly effortless) and much improved accuracy. 

 

Moreover, the FSCK models can be extended to mixtures of gaseous species of arbitrary mole 

fractions, or gas/non-grey absorbing particles mixtures, such as soot, without adding significant 

computational efforts when look-up tables are used [102],[103],[105]. It can be also extended 

to mixtures of gas and non-grey absorbing-scattering particles, such as coal, ash, char or 

droplets, also without adding significant computational efforts, as long as the scattering 

coefficient and phase function can be assumed to be grey [106],[107],[108],[109]. It should be 

pointed out that this latter approximation is generally valid even for extremely non-grey 

scatterers [109]. A compendium of the existing spectral gas radiative property approaches can 

be found, for instance, in Refs.[92],[93]. At the present time, the RC-FSK (RC-SLW) method 

is the most mature and robust full-spectrum techniques for radiative heat transfer calculations 

in gaseous mixtures. The FSCK method of Cai and Modest produces comparable predictive 

accuracy as the RC-FSK model in emission-dominated scenarios, but requires the arbitrary 

specification of a gas reference state and fails to provide the same accuracy in absorption-

dominated situations. 

 

4.2. Radiative properties of particles 

 

4.2.1. General comments about particle-electromagnetic radiation interactions 

 

As discussed in Section 4.1.1, gas emission and absorption spectra exhibit a distinct line 

structure because transitions of electrons in gas molecules are allowed only for certain quanta 

[6]. Unlike gases, a solid object emits and absorbs radiation continuously over the entire 

spectrum owing to the atomic orbitals overlap of a large number of atoms, leading to closely 

spaced atomic orbitals.  

 

When incident light strikes an inhomogeneous medium, the incident light interacts with the 

medium and undergoes absorption and scattering. Since all media (except a vacuum) are formed 

by atoms and molecules, strictly speaking, they are inhomogeneous at the microscopic level, 

and scatter light. However, the importance of scattering is mainly dependent on the size 

parameter (the ratio of the scatterer perimeter to the incident light wavelength), in addition to 

the shape and optical properties of the scatterer. For thermal radiation in combustion systems 

where the peak temperatures are typically of the order of 2000 to 2500 K, the spectral range of 

interest falls between about 1 to 15 m. Over this spectral range, light scattering by molecules 

and soot particles, which have characteristic diameters less than about 0.2 m, can be neglected. 

However, light scattering by micron-sized particles, such as coal, char, and fly-ash, and droplets 

must be taken into account in modeling RHT in combustion systems.  

 

The absorption and scattering properties of particles are determined by the optical property of 

the constituent material, i.e., the complex refractive index, the wavelength, and the particle 

shape, size, and number concentration. Although various particles encountered in combustion 

systems almost always have a complex shape, they are commonly treated as spheres based on 

the following three considerations. First, there is no analytical solution to the radiative 

properties of arbitrarily shaped particles and the numerical calculation is extremely time 

consuming. Second, for the simplest shape of spheres the Mie theory can be readily applied to 



compute their absorption and scattering properties (absorption and scattering cross sections and 

the scattering phase function) at a given wavelength as long as their refractive index is known. 

Third, because a very large number of particles are randomly oriented in flames their average 

effect on RHT may be represented by homogeneous spherical particles. The radiative properties 

of particulates relevant to combustion applications have been extensively discussed in the 

review article of Viskanta and Mengüç [20] and the text book of Modest [6]. Only a brief and 

concise discussion of the radiative properties of solid particles in combustion applications is 

discussed below. 

 

4.2.2. Radiative properties of soot 

 

Soot is produced in the fuel-rich regions of a flame during incomplete combustion of 

hydrocarbon fuels or pulverized coal. As a result of diffusion limited cluster aggregation, soot 

particles appear as fractal-like aggregates formed by nearly spherical primary particles whose 

diameter, in general, falls in a relatively narrow range between 15 and 60 nm [110]. The 

aggregate size is often represented by the radius of gyration [111] and can span from few tens 

to few hundreds of nm. Because of their complex shape, the radiative properties of aggregated 

soot particles cannot be reasonably predicted by Mie theory using an equivalent sphere [111]. 

Fortunately, the fairly simple Rayleigh-Debyre-Gans approximation for fractal aggregates 

(RDG-FA) provides a convenient approach to evaluate the absorption and scattering cross 

sections of soot particles and scattering phase function with good accuracy [111]. Moreover, 

RDG-FA is very easy to implement due to its analytical form. Although the scattering properties 

of soot particles can be computed easily using RDG-FA, radiation scattering by sub-micron 

soot particles can be neglected since the size parameters at wavelengths relevant to thermal 

radiation in combustion are well within the Rayleigh scattering regime characterized by size 

parameters less than about 0.3. This theoretical conjecture has been verified numerically by 

Eymet et al. [112].  

 

In RDG-FA, the absorption cross section of a soot aggregate is simply the summation of cross 

section of all the primary particles, which is evaluated using the Rayleigh expression,  

 

𝐶𝑎
𝑎𝑔𝑔

=∑𝐶𝑎
𝑃𝑖 =

𝜋2𝐸(𝑚)

𝜆

𝑁𝑝

𝐼=1

∑𝑑𝑖
3

𝑁𝑝

𝑖=1

 (26) 

 

The quantity 𝐸(𝑚) is a function of the soot complex refractive index m given as: 

 

𝐸(𝑚) = 𝐼𝑚(
𝑚2 − 1

𝑚2 + 1
) (27) 

 

It is noticed that 𝐸(𝑚) is implicitly dependent on wavelength through the complex refractive 

index 𝑚. Eq. (26) indicates that the absorption cross section of soot particles is proportional to 

𝐸(𝑚) and their volume, but inversely proportional to wavelength (or proportional to 

wavenumber, 𝜂). Therefore, the absortion cross section of soot particles decreases with 

increasing wavelength. The absorption coefficient of soot can be obtaiend by multiplying Eq. 

(26) with the primary particle number concentration, leading to the conclusion that the soot 

absorption coefficient is proportional to the soot volume fraction: 



 

𝜅𝑆 =
6𝜋𝐸(𝑚)

𝜆
𝑓𝑆 = 6𝜋𝐸(𝑚)𝑓𝑆𝜂 (28) 

 

Although it is very straightforward to calculate the absorption coefficient of soot, in reality the 

absorption coefficient is subject to fairly large uncertainty through the uncertainty in soot 

refractive index 𝑚 or its function 𝐸(𝑚). Based on extensive research on the morphology of 

microstructure of soot particles sampled from different flames fueled with different 

hydrocarbon fuels, it has been established in the combustion community that soot is not a very 

well defined material and displays differences in the C/H ratio, maturity, microstructure, and 

different levels of primary particle overlap and necking [113],[114]. Consequently, there are 

relatively large variations in the reported soot refractive index as discussed in the literature, e.g. 

by Liu et al. [115] and the references cited therein. It is also noticed that most of the studies of 

soot refractive index focused on the visible spectrum over which optically-based soot 

diagnostics is performed. Fewer efforts have been made to measure the soot refractive index in 

the infrared, which is relevant to RHT. The most commonly used soot refractive index for RHT 

modeling is the data obtained by Chang and Charalampopoulos [116] given as: 

 

𝑛 = 1.811 + 0.1263𝑙𝑛𝜆 + 0.027(𝑙𝑛𝜆)2 + 0.0417(𝑙𝑛𝜆)3 (29) 

 

𝑘 = 0.5821 + 0.1213𝑙𝑛𝜆 + 0.2309(𝑙𝑛𝜆)2 − 0.01(𝑙𝑛𝜆)3 (30) 

 

which is applicable for 0.4  𝜆  30 m. It should be noticed that Eq. (28) is based on RDG-

FA. Calculations of the radiative properties of soot fractal aggregates using numerically exact 

methods showed that the soot aggregate absorption cross section estimated by RDG-FA can be 

underestimated by up to 30% in the visible spectrum [111], though this deviation is expected 

to be smaller in the infrared. As a result of the spectral dependence of 𝐸(𝑚), the soot absorption 

coefficient given in Eq. (28) is only approximately proportional to wavenumber. This means 

that soot is a non-grey radiating specie and care should be taken to deal with mixtures containing 

soot and radiating gases. Different methods have been developed in the literature to deal with 

such mixtures within the context of SLW and FSCK models [109],[117]. Another challenge in 

predicting the contribution of soot to RHT in coupled combustion modeling lies in accurately 

predicting the distribution of soot volume fraction due to the relatively poor understanding of 

the soot formation mechanism [118],[119]. It is fortunate that the detailed knowledge of soot 

particle size is not required as far as RHT modeling is concerned. 

 

4.2.3. Radiative properties of coal/char and fly-ash particles 

 

In pulverized coal fired boilers and furnaces, RHT is strongly influenced by the presence of 

coal, char, and fly-ash particles [20]. In such combustion devices, coal particles are fed into the 

combustion chamber through burners. The coal particles are heated rapidly by convection and 

radiation to release volatiles and become char particles. The char particles oxidize, and 

remaining largely inorganic material becomes fly-ash particles with the burnout of carbon. Fly-

ash particles, in general, play a more important role than coal and char particles in RHT, since 

the former are present in a large portion of the combustion chamber while the latter are only 

found in a relatively small volume in the near-burner region. As far as RHT is concerned, coal 

and char particles are commonly assumed to have the same radiative properties and same size. 

Because these particles are on the order of a few tens or hundreds of microns in size, their 

absorption and scattering behavior cannot be assumed to be in the Rayleigh regime. As argued 

in Section 4.2.1, it is reasonable to assume these particle are spherical and homogeneous on 



average and consequently their radiative properties can be calculated by the Mie theory 

assuming that their size distribution and refractive index are known.  

 

The radiative properties of char and ash particles, namely the spectral scattering and absorption 

cross sections and the scattering phase function, can be calculated by a proper Mie solution 

computer program, such as the Fortran program provided by Bohren and Huffman [120], as a 

function of the particle size parameter 𝜒 = 𝜋𝑑 𝜆⁄  and the complex refractive index 𝑚. The 

available experimental data of the refractive index of coal/char particles have been reviewed by 

Viskanta and Mengüç [20]. The refractive index of char particles measured by 

Manickavasagam and Mengüç [121] remains a common choice [122],[106]. Experimental data 

for the refractive index of fly-ash are also relatively scarce and the majority were reported in 

the 80’s and early 90’s (see the references in Viskanta and Mengüç [20], Kez et al. [106] and 

Schiemann et al. [123]). The refractive index of fly-ash varies significantly with its chemical 

composition, which consist of varying amounts of oxides of silicon, aluminum, calcium and 

iron as well as ash, depending on the type and source of coal particles. The refractive index of 

fly-ash determined by Goodwin et al. [124] has often been used in numerical modeling of RHT 

in coal furnaces. The effect of fly-ash composition on RHT in coal-fired combustion systems 

has recently been investigated by Ateş et al. [125], who showed that the fly-ash composition 

and fly-ash refractive index model have a strong influence on the predicted heat flux and 

radiative source term. 

The spectral scattering phase functions of char and fly-ash particles calculated by the Mie theory 

display rapid oscillations with the scattering angle, and this feature makes it impossible to 

directly use the Mie scattering phase function in solving RTE since it is computationally 

prohibitive to use angular discretization fine enough to resolve the Mie scattering phase 

function. It is a common practice to employ a simplified scattering phase function in modeling 

RHT in coal-fired combustion systems. The Henyey-Greenstein phase function and the 

transport approximation are the two most commonly used treatments to avoid the numerical 

difficulty of the Mie scattering phase function. The Henyey-Greenstein phase function is 

dependent only on the asymmetry factor g, which is calculated from the Mie theory, and is 

written as [6]: 

 

Φ(𝜃) =
1 − 𝑔2

[1 + 𝑔2 − 2𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃]3/2
 (31) 

 

where  is the scattering angle. It is noticed that the asymmetry factor 𝑔 and hence the phase 

function also varies with wavelength. In the transport approximation, the scattering phase 

function is approximated by an isotropic component plus a -function factor written as [126]: 

 

Φ(𝜃) = (1 − 𝑔) + 2𝑔𝛿(1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃) (32) 

 

The -dirac function component is introduced to represent the strongly forward scattering of 

char and fly ash particles. Like the Henyey-Greenstein phase function, the transport 

approximation phase function is also dependent only on the asymmetry factor g. A comparison 

of the Mie, Henyey-Greenstein, and transport approximation phase functions for 80 m coal 

and 10 m fly-ash particles at 1 m wavelength can be found in Kez et al. [106].  

 

4.2.4. Summary 

 



The spectral radiative properties of soot, coal/char, and fly-ash particles can be readily 

calculated using the RDG-FA approximation and the Mie theory. The main uncertainty in the 

prediction of the absorption and scattering properties of these particles arises from the 

uncertainty in their refractive indices, which will propagate to the predicted radiative heat flux 

and source term. In addition to this challenge in the modeling of sooting and coal-fired flames, 

other difficuties arise when dealing with mixtures consisting of radiating gases and particles, 

which are unfortunately almost always the case in practical combustion systems. Due to the 

fairly mild variation of the spectral radiative properties of particles, they can be considered 

constant over narrow bands. Therefore, there is no difficulty in dealing with mixtures of gases 

and particles in narrow-band models. However, it is not tractable to apply narrow-band models 

for RHT modeling in engineering problems. The non-grey radiative properties of particles must 

be accounted for in accurate modeling of RHT in gas and particle mixtures when using wide-

band or full-spectrum models. Although different strategies have been proposed to deal with 

RHT using global models in gas and particle mixtures, they lead to significantly higher 

computational time, or significantly larger look-up tables, or loss of accuracy. 

 

5. Turbulence-radiation interaction (TRI) 

 

5.1. Background 

 

The Reynolds-averaged spectral RTE (without scattering by particles) and radiative source term 

in the energy equation can be written as follows [4]: 

 

𝒔 ∙ 𝛁〈𝐼𝜂〉 = 〈𝜅𝜂𝐼𝑏𝜂〉 − 〈𝜅𝜂𝐼𝜂〉 (33) 

 

〈
𝜕�̇�𝑅,𝑗

′′

𝜕𝑥𝑗
〉 = 4𝜋〈𝜅𝑃(𝑝𝛼, 𝑓𝑆, 𝑇)𝐼𝑏(𝑇)〉 − ∫ (∫ 〈𝜅𝜂(𝑥𝛼, 𝑝, 𝑓𝑆 , 𝑇)𝐼𝜂〉

4𝜋

𝑑𝛺 )
∞

0

𝑑𝜂

= 4𝜋〈𝜅𝑃𝐼𝑏〉 − ∫ 〈𝜅𝜂𝐺𝜂〉
∞

0

𝑑𝜂 

(34) 

 

Equations 33 and 34 can be reformulated to emphasize quantities related to the absorption and 

emission TRI, which result from the highly non-linear coupling between turbulent fluctuations 

in temperature, composition, and radiative intensity: 

 

〈𝜅𝜂(𝜙)𝐼𝜂〉 =  𝜅𝜂(〈𝜙〉)〈𝐼𝜂〉 + [〈𝜅𝜂(𝜙)𝐼𝜂〉 − 𝜅𝜂(〈𝜙〉)〈𝐼𝜂〉]⏟                
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼

   
(35a) 

 

〈𝜅𝜂(𝜙)𝐺𝜂〉 =  𝜅𝜂(〈𝜙〉)〈𝐺𝜂〉  + [〈𝜅𝜂(𝜙)𝐺𝜂〉 − 𝜅𝜂(〈𝜙〉)〈𝐺𝜂〉]⏟                  
𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼

   (35b) 

 

〈𝜅𝑃(𝜙)𝐼𝑏(𝑇)〉 =  𝜅𝑝(〈𝜙〉)𝐼𝑏(〈𝑇〉) + [ 〈𝜅𝑃(𝜙)𝐼𝑏(𝑇)〉 − 𝜅𝑝(〈𝜙〉)𝐼𝑏(〈𝑇〉)]⏟                      
𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼

 (36a) 

 

〈𝜅𝜂(𝜙)𝐼𝑏𝜂(𝑇)〉 =  𝜅𝜂(〈𝜙〉)𝐼𝑏𝜂(〈𝑇〉) + [〈𝜅𝜂(𝜙)𝐼𝑏𝜂(𝑇)〉 − 𝜅𝜂(〈𝜙〉)𝐼𝑏𝜂(〈𝑇〉)]⏟                      
𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼

 (36b) 

 

The influence of TRI on radiative fields, such as the radiative source term, radiative heat flux 

or radiant fraction, was evidenced in the early eighties (see [127] for example). In particular, 

Faeth and co-workers developed a methodology that consists of generating stochastic time 



series of turbulent scalar fluctuations [128]-[135]. These instantaneous scalar values were used 

to solve the RTE along lines of sight and to determine the statistics of the instantaneous radiative 

intensity. Their approach was systematically applied to a vast amount of non-luminous and 

luminous flames. They proved that the radiative emissions are up to 50-300% higher when TRI 

is taken into account. These strong effects of TRI on radiative quantities were confirmed by 

numerical simulations covering a wide range of configurations, including atmospheric- and 

high-pressure lab-scale and large-scale non-luminous and luminous jet flames, lab-scale non-

luminous and luminous pool fires and swirling oxy-fuel furnace [135]-[149].  

 

On the other hand, radiation and TRI were also found to affect the flow field and flame 

structures. For non-luminous flames, it was found that they tend to reduce temperature gradients 

and smooth temperature fluctuations and, consequently, to reduce the turbulence levels 

[150],[144]. In sooting turbulent jet diffusion flames, recent Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of 

ethylene turbulent jet flames showed an opposite trend with larger temperature fluctuations 

when radiation is taken into account owing to the effects of soot dynamics [151]. Also, TRI 

needs to be included in many situations for accurate predictions of temperature [67] and 

kinetically-controlled processes such as the production of NO [142],[67] or soot [143],[152]. 

 

A vast amount of literature was devoted to TRI, including review papers [4][1],[153], as well 

as text book chapters [5],[6]. The following sections will focus on absorption and emission TRI 

in the framework of RANS. Section 2.4 will discuss TRI in LES. 

 

5.2. Absorption TRI 

 

The Reynolds-averaged absorption term can be developed as: 

 

〈𝜅𝜂𝐼𝜂〉 = 〈𝜅𝜂〉〈𝐼𝜂〉  + 〈𝜅𝜂
′ 𝐼𝜂
′ 〉   (37a) 

〈𝜅𝜂𝐺𝜂〉 = 〈𝜅𝜂〉〈𝐺𝜂〉  + 〈𝜅𝜂
′𝐺𝜂

′ 〉  (37b) 

 

Absorption TRI is mainly caused by the non-linear coupling between fluctuations of the 

radiative intensity and fluctuations of the absorption coefficient (or incident radiation) (〈𝜅𝜂
′ 𝐼𝜂
′ 〉    

or  〈𝜅𝜂
′𝐺𝜂

′ 〉  ). The evaluation of this correlation is difficult because the fluctuations of the local 

intensity may be influenced by fluctuations that arise from spatial locations that can be 

anywhere in the medium. Modeling absorption TRI requires that one have a detailed knowledge 

of the instantaneous fields of temperature and composition, and that one solve the RTE over a 

significant amount of realizations of the flow. In decoupled fluid flow/radiation calculations, 

this can be done along line-of-sights by using the stochastic method proposed by Faeth and co-

workers as described in Section 5.1 [141],[154]. In coupled fluid flow/radiation calculations, 

the particle photon Monte Carlo (PMC)/transported PDF method proposed by Modest, Haworth 

and co-workers takes advantage of the fact that transported PDF methods based on the 

Lagrangian Particles Method provide actual realizations of the flow [150],[143]. It is the only 

method reported to date capable of capturing exactly (without any approximation) absorption 

TRI. However, this scheme is time consuming and requires advanced RTE solvers such as the 

particle-based PMC method.  

 

On the other hand, Kabashnikov and Myasnikova [155] and Song and Viskanta [156] suggested 

that the local fluctuations of the radiative intensity should be weakly correlated with the 

fluctuations of the local absorption coefficient as long as the turbulent eddies remains optically-

thin (i.e., 𝜅𝜂𝐿 ≪ 1, 𝐿 being the characteristic length scale of the turbulent eddies). This 

approximation, referred to as the Optically-Thin Fluctuation Approximation (OTFA) in the 



literature, then simply consists of neglecting 〈𝜅𝜂
′ 𝐼𝜂
′ 〉 (or 〈𝜅𝜂

′𝐺𝜂
′ 〉) in Eqs. (37). The OTFA was 

found acceptable over a wide range of configurations, including lab-scale non-luminous jet 

flames [141], lab-scale luminous jet flames and pool fires [143], [157], large-scale luminous jet 

flames [143], [154] and high-pressure non-luminous jet flames [146]. These are welcome 

conclusions since the OTFA simplifies significantly the modeling of TRI and does not impose 

any restriction on the choice of the RTE solver.  

 

 

  

 
Figure 7. Effects of absorption TRI on radiative heat transfer along the line of sight crossing 

the region of maximum soot volume fraction in a large-scale ethylene flame: a) Fields of 

mean temperature and soot volume fraction. The horizontal line indicate the line of sight 

under consideration, b) Mean absorption term (right axis) and gas and soot absorption TRI 

(left axis) along the line of sight, c) effects of the OTFA on the prediction of the radiative 

intensity.  

 

The effects of absorption TRI on radiative heat transfer along a diametric optical path crossing 

the region of maximum mean soot volume fraction in a large-scale turbulent jet ethylene/air 
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diffusion flame are illustrated in Fig. 7. This figure is adapted from Ref. [154]. This synthetic 

flame was generated by scaling the nozzle diameter of the lab-scale turbulent jet diffusion flame 

investigated by Lee et al.  by a factor of 50 while maintaining the fuel injection velocity 

constant. The diametric path under consideration corresponds to the horizontal line shown in 

Figs. 7a. A stochastic space and time series model was used to generate instantaneous fields of 

soot volume fraction, temperature and mole fractions of radiating species along this line-of-

sight. The fields were used to resolve the instantaneous RTE and compute the corresponding 

statistics. Figure 7b shows that gas absorption TRI is negligible in the region where mean 

absorption is important whereas soot absorption TRI contributes for less than 8% of mean 

absorption. This suggests that the OTFA can be applied. This is confirmed in Fig. 7c which 

shows that the radiative intensity computed by considering the OTFA is within 5% of that 

obtained with the complete model.  

 

5.3. Emission TRI 

 

Emission TRI depends only on local scalars such as temperature and composition, and its 

modeling is a closure problem similar to that encountered for chemical reaction rates owing to 

Turbulent-Chemistry Interaction. Therefore, its modeling is closely related to the turbulent 

combustion model used in the simulations. As such, emission TRI can be evaluated accurately 

by using one-time one-point joint PDF methods [135]-[146],[149],[150],[159] and transported 

PDF approaches provide an exact closure of this term in both non-sooting and sooting flames 

[135]-[137],[143],[146],[149],[150],[152]. Alternatively, moment-based closures of emission 

TRI, that consists in approximating the mean emission term by a Taylor series expansion and 

retaining only the lower-order moments, were also proposed [160]. Nevertheless, moment-

based methods introduce empirical adjustable coefficients to match the experimental data. 

Fraga et al. revised recently this approach by fitting the unclosed high-order terms from Large 

Eddy Simulation (LES) in non-luminous pool fire configurations [161]. The updated model was 

found to provide a better agreement than the classical formulation. It should be pointed out that 

the use of moment-based closures was generally limited to simulations involving a combustion 

model that does not introduce a PDF such as the Eddy Dissipation Concept. 

 

Emission TRI can be decomposed into the sum of three contributions, namely the spectral 

Planck function self-correlation (Term 1), the absorption coefficient self-correlation (Term 2) 

and the absorption coefficient-Planck function cross-correlation (Term 3):  

 

〈𝜅𝜂𝐼𝑏𝜂〉 = 𝜅𝜂𝐼𝑏𝜂⏟  
𝑁𝑜 𝑇𝑅𝐼

+ 𝜅𝜂(〈𝐼𝑏𝜂〉 − 𝐼𝑏𝜂)⏟          
𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 1

+ (〈𝜅𝜂〉〈𝐼𝑏𝜂〉 − 𝜅𝜂〈𝐼𝑏𝜂〉)⏟              
𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 2

+ (〈𝜅𝜂𝐼𝑏𝜂〉 − 〈𝜅𝜂〉〈𝐼𝑏𝜂〉)⏟              
𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 3

 

(38a) 

 

In Eq. (38a), quantities without brackets are evaluated from time-averaged variables, i.e., 

without accounting for TRIs. The sign of Term 1 can be obtained by a Taylor expansion of the 

spectral blackbody intensity. If terms of orders higher than 2 are neglected, Term 1 is 

approximated as: 

 

𝜅𝜂(〈𝐼𝑏𝜂〉 − 𝐼𝑏𝜂) ≈ 𝜅𝜂 (
𝜕2𝐼𝑏𝜂

𝜕𝑇2
)
𝑇=�̅�

〈𝑇′2〉

2
 

(38b) 

 



Equation (38b) shows that Term 1 is always positive and, as such, the spectral Planck function 

self-correlation tends to increase radiative emission. On the other hand, the signs of Terms 2 

and 3 are less intuitive and may be different if gas or soot emission is considered.  

 

In the case of gas emission, Terms 2 and 3 are also positive (see [137],[144] for example). Li 

and Modest used the FSCK method and a transported PDF method to investigate different TRI 

closures for the emission term (and also the absorption term) in SANDIA flame D and two 

synthetic flames generated from Flame D by scaling the fuel nozzle diameter by 2 and 4 times 

[137]. They found that the absorption coefficient–Planck function correlation (Term 1) is more 

important than the two other correlations. As a consequence, accurate determination of the 

temperature self-correlation alone appears insufficient in combustion gases. In addition, some 

calculations have shown that the increase in gas emission by TRI follows that of the optical-

thickness [137],[149],[150].  

 

In the case of soot emission, Term 2 in Eq. (38a) vanishes if soot is assumed to radiate in the 

Rayleigh regime, i.e., if the spectral soot absorption coefficient varies linearly with the soot 

volume fraction, 𝜅𝜂,𝑆 = 𝐶𝜂𝜂𝑓𝑆 (see Eq. 28). An evaluation of Term 3 from a Taylor series 

expansion by neglecting components of orders higher than 2 shows that it scales with the 

correlation between soot volume fraction and temperature: 

 

〈𝜅𝜂,𝑆𝐼𝑏𝜂〉 − 〈𝜅𝜂,𝑆〉〈𝐼𝑏𝜂〉 = 〈𝜅𝜂,𝑆
′ 𝐼𝑏

′ 〉 ≈ 𝐶𝜂𝜂 (
𝜕𝐼𝑏𝜂

𝜕𝑇
)
�̅�

〈𝑓𝑆
′𝑇′〉 

(38c) 

 

This correlation was observed to be negative in the region of strong soot emission in both 

experimental [162]-[165] and numerical [151],[152],[166],[166],[167] investigations of 

turbulent diffusion flames. Therefore, this term tends to reduce soot emission [152],[151],[166]. 

The effects of TRI on soot emission then results from a competition between temperature self-

correlation effects that increase it and the negative correlation between the soot volume fraction 

and temperature that reduces it. Two mechanisms were found to be responsible for the negative 

correlation between soot volume fraction and temperature [166]. The first is directly related to 

the structure of the turbulent jet flame through complex interaction between mixture fraction 

and soot properties in the oxidation region and, as such, is independent of the fuel, whereas the 

second is due to the soot emission process itself. Finally, it should be pointed out that, in RANS 

simulations, only TRI emission models based on transported PDF approaches, which provide a 

direct access to the joint PDF of gas-phase and soot-phase properties, were reported to date to 

account for the effects of this negative correlation.  

 

TRI effects on flame radiative loss in sooting turbulent flames are then governed by competing 

mechanisms [149],[168]. Enhancement mechanisms are due to gas emission TRI and 

temperature self-correlation effects on soot emission whereas the reduction mechanism is 

caused by the negative correlation between soot volume fraction and temperature. Simulations 

results demonstrated that the latter becomes increasingly important as the soot volume fraction 

increases and may be dominant locally and even globally in the case of highly sooting flames 

[168],[149].  

 

5.4. TRI in LES 

 

The local spatially filtered value of a physical quantity 𝑄, �̅�, is defined as [34]: 

 



�̅�(𝑥, 𝑡) = ∫𝑄(𝑦, 𝑡)𝐺(|𝑥 − 𝑦|)𝑑𝑦 
(39) 

 

where integration is performed over the entire flow domain. G is a low-pass spatial filter 

function with a characteristic filter width Δ. The instantaneous value of 𝑄 in a turbulent flow 

can be decomposed into a filtered (or resolved) component, �̅�, and a subfilter (or residual) 

fluctuation around the filtered component, 𝑄′′: 
 

𝑄(𝑥, 𝑡) = �̅�(𝑥, 𝑡) + 𝑄′′(𝑥, 𝑡) (40) 

 

The filtered RTE and divergence of the radiative flux are obtained by applying the filtering 

operation to Eqs. 2 and 3: 

 

𝒔 ∙ 𝛁𝐼�̅� = 𝜅𝜂𝐼𝑏𝜂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ − 𝜅𝜂𝐼𝜂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (41) 

 

𝜕�̇�𝑅,𝑗
′′

𝜕𝑥𝑗

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
= 4𝜋𝜅𝑃𝐼𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − ∫ 𝜅𝜂𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅

∞

0

𝑑𝜂 (42) 

 

The filtered absorption, 𝜅𝜂𝐼𝜂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  (or 𝜅𝜂𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ), and emission, 𝜅𝑃𝐼𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , terms are decomposed into a sum 

of resolved-scale and subgrid-scale (SGS) contributions.  

 

𝜅𝜂𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝜅𝜂(�̅�)𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅⏟    
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑

+ [𝜅𝜂𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝜅𝜂(�̅�)𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅]⏟            
𝑆𝐺𝑆 

 
(43) 

 

𝜅𝑃𝐼𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝜅𝑃(�̅�)𝐼𝑏(�̅�)⏟      
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑

+ [𝜅𝑃𝐼𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝜅𝑃(�̅�)𝐼𝑏(�̅�)]⏟            
𝑆𝐺𝑆

 (44) 

 

The resolved and SGS fluctuations in temperature and composition related to absorption and 

emission TRI can then be calculated as: 

 

〈𝜅𝜂𝐺𝜂〉 ≈ 𝜅𝜂(〈�̅�〉)〈𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅〉⏟        
𝑁𝑜𝑇𝑅𝐼

+ [〈𝜅𝜂(�̅�)𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅〉 − 𝜅𝜂(〈�̅�〉)〈𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅〉]⏟                  
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼

+ [〈𝜅𝜂𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝜅𝜂(�̅�)𝐺𝜂̅̅ ̅〉]⏟            
𝑆𝐺𝑆 𝑎𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼⏟                                

𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼

 
(45) 

 

〈𝜅𝑃𝐼𝑏〉 ≈ 𝜅𝑃(〈�̅�〉)𝐼𝑏(〈�̅�〉)⏟          
𝑁𝑜𝑇𝑅𝐼

+ [〈𝜅𝑃(�̅�)𝐼𝑏(�̅�)〉 − 𝜅𝑃(〈�̅�〉)𝐼𝑏(〈�̅�〉)]⏟                    
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼

+ [〈𝜅𝑃𝐼𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝜅𝑃(�̅�)𝐼𝑏(�̅�)〉]⏟              
𝑆𝐺𝑆 𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼⏟                                      

𝐸𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑇𝑅𝐼

 

(46) 

 

It should be pointed out that only the SGS TRI requires modeling. On the other hand, the relative 

contributions of resolved and SGS TRI depend on the filter size: SGS TRI diminishes with 

decreasing filter width (mesh size) whereas, in an opposite way, the resolved TRI increases 

with larger mesh sizes [169],[170]. This raises questions of the importance of SGS TRI and its 

proper modeling.  

 

Several works demonstrated that SGS absorption TRI can be neglected [169],[170],[171]. The 

work of Gupta et al. [171] deserves particular attention since their modeling involved an 

advanced transported filtered density function (FDF)/photon Monte Carlo (PMC) method/LBL 



radiation model which captures SGS absorption TRI in coupled calculations. This radiation 

model was applied to the LES of non-sooting and sooting flames of different optical thicknesses 

derived from the Sandia flame D and about 84% of the turbulence kinetic energy was resolved 

in their simulations. In these situations, they found that SGS absorption TRI can be disregarded.  

 

As for emission TRI, the modeling of SFS emission TRI is strongly dependent on the turbulent 

combustion model used in the simulations. An accurate way to model SFS emission TRI is to 

consider FDF approaches [171],[172],[173]. On the other hand, several studies relative to LES 

of fire related configurations have extended to LES the moment-based closure proposed by 

Snegirev for RANS [174],[175],[176]. The importance of SGS emission TRI is strongly 

dependent on the filter size. From a practical perspective, recent works showed that, for a filter 

size typical of engineering applications, the effects of SGS fluctuations on the filtered emission 

term have to be modeled [170] and can even exceed those of resolved-scale fluctuations [171]. 

However, there is no consensus about this issue, and other works suggest that the error 

introduced by neglecting SGS emission TRI is marginal [172],[173]. 

 

6. Importance of radiation in small-scale flames  

 

In this section, we will restrict our discussion of the importance of RHT to small-scale and 

certain fundamental flame phenomena. The focus of literature discussion is primarily on 

numerical and experimental studies. The present discussion of the importance of RHT in 

combustion is by no means comprehensive, since RHT affects essentially all aspects of flame 

and combustion and has been investigated using theoretical approach in addition to experiments 

and numerical simulation. 

 

6.1. Importance of RHT in premixed flames 

 

6.1.1. Flammability limits 

 

We start the discussion of the importance of radiation heat loss to the presence of a fundamental 

flammability limit, which is defined as a critical fuel concentration in air below which the 

mixture is non-flammable. Clearly, it refers to the lean flammability limit. The rich 

flammability limit can be defined similarly as a critical fuel concentration about which the 

mixture is non-flammable. Although the mechanism responsible for the presence of the 

fundamental limit was debated for quite a long time, it has been accepted that the inherent 

radiation heat loss is responsible for the presence of the fundamental limits. This conclusion 

was reached after studies conducted over the last several decades by various researchers, such 

as Spalding [177], Berlad and Yang [178], Gerstein and Stine [179], Ronney [180], Lakshmisha 

et al. [181], and Ju et al. [182],[183].  

 

In early studies of the extinction and flammability limit of freely-propagating premixed flames, 

the effect of radiation heat loss was generally accounted for in a highly approximate manner. 

Lakshmisha et al. [181] were among the first researchers to employ fairly detailed combustion 

chemistry and the OTA of RHT to predict extinction and the lean flammability limit of CH4/air 

mixtures. They used the curve-fitted Planck absorption coefficients of CO2 and H2O of Hubbard 

and Tien [184] in their numerical simulation. Their study clearly demonstrated that radiation 

heat loss from the flame is responsible for the flame extinction when the lean flammability limit 

is approached. In addition, their predicted lean flammability limit of CH4/air mixture is in good 

agreement with available measurements. As pointed out by Williams [185], the fundamental 



limit caused gas radiation heat loss should be independent of the experimental apparatus as long 

as the apparatus is sufficiently large to minimize wall heat conduction loss. 

 

It has been established that the presence of flammability limits of a fuel mixture is determined 

by the inherent radiation heat loss. Although it is generally true to state that the lean 

flammability limit is fundamental (independent of experimental apparatus) since the radiation 

absorption effect of fuel/air mixtures is very weak, this is no longer true when the mixtures are 

strongly radiatively absorbing by seeding with inert and radiating particles as pointed out by 

Ronney [180]. In this case the fresh mixture is preheated by absorbing radiative energy emitted 

by the burnt hot products and the degree of preheating depends on the type and concentration 

of absorbing particles [186] or absorbing gases, such as CO2 [187]. A similar concern may arise 

in rich fuel/air mixtures due to the potential apparatus dependence of the radiation absorption 

of the fresh mixture containing high concentration of hydrocarbon. However, it seems that there 

have been no studies addressing the potential importance of radiation absorption in rich fuel/air 

mixtures. 

 

6.1.2. Radiation-induced extinction of counterflow premixed flame 

 

In burner-stabilized counterflow premixed flames, radiation heat loss from the hot reaction zone 

not only alters the temperature distribution, but also can cause flame extinction when the stretch 

rate is sufficiently small. Radiation-induced premixed flame extinction has been experimentally 

observed under microgravity by Maruta et al. [188]. Since radiation-induced flame extinction 

occurs at a sufficiently low stretch rate, this phenomenon cannot be observed on earth due to 

the buoyancy-induced convection, which acts as disturbance or stretch to the flames. Maruta et 

al. [188] experimentally investigated a counterflow twin-premixed flame. In this configuration, 

identical mixtures are issued from two opposing identical cylindrical nozzles to establish two 

premixed flames, which are identical and located symmetrically about the stagnation plane. 

They found that there exists two stagnation velocity gradients at extinction for a flammable 

mixture: a higher value represents stretch-induced extinction at high stretch and a lower value 

denotes the radiation-induced extinction at low stretch. At a critical equivalence ratio there is 

only one extinction velocity gradient and this critical equivalence ratio corresponds to the lean 

flammability limit of counterflow premixed CH4/air flame, which is actually different from the 

lean flammability limit of freely-propagating CH4/air premixed flame as shown by Ju et al. 

[182]. 

 

The extinction phenomenon of counterflow twin premixed flame of CH4/air mixtures was 

numerically modeled by Guo et al. [189], who employed the CHEMKIN code along with a 

detailed C1 chemistry model and the OTA for radiation heat loss. The Planck mean absorption 

coefficients of CO2 and H2O as a function of temperature were calculated from the work of 

Tien [190]. The numerical results of Guo et al. [189] reproduced the experimental finding of 

Maruta et al. [188], though the predicted lean flammability limit of counterflow premixed CH4 

flame is lower than the measurement (0.42 vs. 0.469). The potential causes of this discrepancy 

have been discussed by Maruta et al. [188]. Guo et al. showed that the ratio of radiation heat 

loss from the flame to the total heat release of the flame increases rapidly to more than 20% at 

stretch rates close to radiation-induced extinction [189]. Moreover the twin flames are apart 

from each other at intermediate stretch rates and move very close to each other at both high 

stretch and low stretch. If radiation heat loss is neglected, the peak flame temperature decreases 

very slowly with decreasing the stretch rate due to the Lewis number effect and flame extinction 

will not occur, confirming that radiation heat loss is the mechanism of flame extinction at low 

stretch. 



 

Ju et al. [183] conducted a comprehensive numerical study of the combined effect of radiation 

heat loss and stretch in the counterflow twin-premixed flame configuration to understand the 

relationship between the stretched counterflow and planar freely-propagation premixed flames. 

They showed that the combined effects of RHT and stretch results in very interesting 

phenomena in counterflow premixed flame that otherwise do not occur in planar freely-

propagating premixed flames. A counterflow premixed CH4/air flame can be reduced to a planar 

freely-propagating flame only when the equivalence ratio is above a critical value under the 

combined effects of radiation heat loss and the Lewis number. The combined effects of 

radiation heat loss and Lewis number on the bifurcation and extinction of counterflow twin-

premixed CH4/(O2-N2-He) flames was numerically investigated by Ju et al. [191]. The Planck 

mean absorption coefficients of CO, CO2, and H2O were calculated from the statistical narrow-

band (SNB) model using the dataset of Soufiani and Taine [192]. They showed that multiple 

stable flame states at a given equivalence ratio can exist by varying the Lewis number through 

changing the ratio of N2 and He in the mixture. RHT plays a vital role in the occurrence of the 

complex flame bifurcation. 

 

In lean premixed CH4/air flames, radiation absorption is likely unimportant and the use of OTA 

is largely justified. However, the importance of radiation absorption on the extinction and 

flammability limit of counterflow-premixed flames may not be neglected when the fresh 

mixture contains a significant amount of absorbing species, such as water vapor or CO2. The 

importance of radiation absorption in premixed CH4 flames with CO2 addition has been 

investigated in several studies. Guo et al. [193] numerically modeled the counterflow premixed 

flames of CH4/air, CH4/(air-CO2), and CH4/(O2-CO2) using the CHEMKIN code and the C1 

chemistry. The CH4/(air-CO2) and CH4/(O2-CO2) mixtures were obtained by adding a certain 

amount of CO2 to air and by replacing N2 in air with CO2, respectively. Instead using OTA for 

RHT, they took into account the effect of radiation reabsorption by solving the RTE using 

DOM. However, they used the grey-gas model and the Planck mean absorption coefficients of 

Tien [190]. Their results showed that the effect of radiation absorption is very minor on the 

flame temperature and radiation extinction stretch rate of lean CH4/air flames, which is 

somewhat expected due to the low concentrations of CO2 and H2O. However, radiation 

absorption becomes important in the CH4/(90%air-10%CO2) and CH4/(O2-CO2) flames due to 

the higher concentration of CO2 in the mixture. Radiation absorption was found to mainly affect 

the radiation extinction stretch rate, but has a small influence on the stretch extinction limit. 

Although radiation absorption is important in counterflow premixed CH4/(O2-CO2) flames, the 

radiation-induced extinction stretch rate is significantly higher than that of CH4/air flames due 

to enhanced radiation loss and reduced flame temperature as a result of the higher heat capacity 

of CO2 than N2.  

 

The importance of radiation absorption to the propagation and extinction of planar freely-

propagating premixed CH4/(0.21O2+(0.79-)N2+CO2) flames was investigated by Ju et al. 

[182]. RHT was modeled using the SNB model with and without the absorption term. The 

presence of a large amount of CO2 in the fresh mixture ( = 0.3) absorbs the thermal radiation 

emitted from the hot products to preheat the mixture, which cannot be captured if RHT is 

neglected or radiation absorption is not considered (OTA). The three treatments of RHT, 

namely adiabatic, with absorption, and OTA, lead to different laminar burning velocity of 7.9, 

12.7, and 5.9 cm/s, respectively. Therefore, the mixture preheating due to radiation absorption 

strongly enhances the laminar burning velocity. Although radiation absorption has a fairly small 

effect on the lean flammability limit of CH4/air flames, equivalence ratio of 0.468 vs. 0.488, it 

has a very strong effect for the flames of  = 0.3. For near-limit mixtures neglect of radiation 



absorption, i.e., using OTA, failed to predict the flame propagation when the amount of CO2 in 

the mixture is above a certain level, further demonstrating the importance of considering 

radiation absorption in absorbing premixed flames. 

 

The importance of radiation absorption in spherically-propagating premixed flames at elevated 

pressures has been investigated by Chen et al. [187] by solving the RTE using the DOM and 

the SNBCK model. Overall, their findings are qualitatively similar to those of Ju et al. [182]. 

They also found that increasing pressure enhanced the importance of RHT and radiation 

absorption and it is important to consider the spectral dependence of radiating gases. In addition 

to its effects on flammability limit, propagation, and extinction mentioned above, RHT can also 

induce flame instability as shown in the study of Ju et al. [194].  

 

6.2. Radiation-induced extinction of diffusion flames 

 

Radiation-induced extinction is also observed in diffusion flames. It is opposite to the kinetic 

extinction mode [195],[196], which occurs when the mixing time (or residence time) becomes 

significantly lower than the characteristic time for the chemical reactions (low Damkhöler 

number, Da). The radiation-induced extinction (or radiative quenching) exists only in the 

presence of radiative heat loss, and occurs at long residence times (large Da). The energy loss 

through radiation causes a decrease in flame temperature, leading to a reduction of the reaction 

rates. Quenching takes place when excess heat loss significantly lowers the reaction rate such 

that the flame can no longer sustain itself [197]. The radiative quenching has been less studied 

than the kinetic quenching because it is more difficult to observe on earth as the intrusion of 

buoyant force accelerates the flow and reduces the residence times. The microgravity 

environment offers unique conditions to investigate radiative flame quenching due to the long 

residence times encountered.  

 

The potential importance of radiation heat loss to flame extinction was perhaps first noticed by 

Bonne in 1971 [197]. He simulated microgravity flames in laboratory by generating “thick” and 

“flat” laminar diffusion flames and reached the following two important conclusions based on 

experiments and numerical modeling: (i) radiative heat transfer cools the flames significantly 

to the point that the visible soot luminosity disappears, and (ii) very sooty diffusion flames will 

reach radiative extinction before non-sooty flames. Extinction of a condensed fuel diffusion 

flame in the stagnation-point region of a forced flow can occur at a low stretch rate due to the 

radiation heat loss from the fuel surface [198]. Radiation-induced flame extinction at low stretch 

in counterflow diffusion flame due to gas-phase radiation loss has been suggested in the 

numerical studies of Platt and T’ien [199] and Liu and Rogg [200]. Maruta et al. [201] 

conducted a combined experimental and numerical study to investigate the extinction behaviour 

of a counterflow N2-diluted CH4/air diffusion flame at low stretch. Experiments were conducted 

at microgravity to avoid the buoyancy induced convection. Numerical modeling was conducted 

using the same methods employed by Guo et al. [189]. Both the measurements and modeling 

indicate that the extinction stagnation-point gradient at a given fuel concentration is double 

valued. The velocity gradient at the upper and lower branches corresponds to, respectively, the 

stretch extinction limit and the radiation extinction limit. The mechanism of radiation-induced 

extinction in counterflow diffusion flame at low stretch is attributed to the increased radiant 

fraction (the ratio of radiation heat loss from the flame to the total heat release) because of the 

broadened reaction zone and increased residence time caused by the decrease in the stretch rate. 

Nevertheless, radiation heat loss from the flame causes extinction of both counterflow premixed 

and counterflow diffusion flame at a sufficiently low stretch. 

 



Radiative extinction was also intensively investigated in burner-stabilized spherical diffusion 

flames [202]-[210]. The corresponding experiments are generally performed in micro-gravity 

to maintain spherical symmetry. Mills and Matalon [202] and Wang and Chao [203] have 

identified the kinetic and radiative extinction limits of steady diffusion flames. Propagation and 

radiative extinction of transient flames were also studied experimentally and numerically by 

Tse et al. [204], Santa et al. [205],[206] and Tang et al. [208],[209], where they observed that 

the extinction behaviour is different from steady flames. 

 

Radiative quenching was also observed at the flame trailing edge of microgravity boundary 

layer diffusion flames in microgravity. This configuration, where a flame sets over a fuel plate 

supported by a low oxidizer flow blowing parallel to this surface, is a canonical scenario for the 

fire safety purpose since it is associated with flame spread over solid and liquid fuel flat-

surfaces. The mechanisms leading the flame quenching at the flame trailing edge are intimately 

related to enhancement of residence times that favors the production of soot and resulting 

radiative heat transfer. In particular, this extinction process controls the flame length that was 

observed to increase with the oxidizer velocity [211]-[214]. This behavior is opposite to that 

expected when complete combustion occurs [214],[215]. Contreras et al. [15] confirmed this 

quenching process by modeling microgravity ethylene/air laminar boundary layer diffusion 

flames with a detailed gas-phase reaction mechanism and a PAH-based soot production model. 

RHT was calculated using the DOM coupled to a wide-band correlated-k model. They showed 

that the combustion efficiency is significantly lower than unity and is reduced as the flow 

residence time increases.  

 

6.3. The importance of RHT in 2D laminar diffusion flames 

 

While the primary focus of this review is the impact of radiation transfer in turbulent flames, 

its impact on laminar flames warrants some coverage as well. RHT also plays important role in 

laminar coflow diffusion flames, especially in microgravity. It has been shown by Liu et al. 

[216] that RHT in laminar coflow C2H4/air diffusion flames prolongs the flame height and 

lowers the peak flame temperature, though it does not change significantly the peak soot volume 

fraction. RHT and radiation absorption in a laminar coflow C2H4/air diffusion flame established 

with a 10.9 mm inner diameter fuel tube at atmospheric pressure were shown to be significantly 

more important at microgravity than at normal earth gravity [217]. Using the same coflow 

diffusion flame burner, Kong and Liu [218] showed that the flame centerline temperatures 

decrease significantly due to radiation heat loss at microgravity in a laminar coflow CH4/air 

diffusion flame when the coflow air stream velocity is very low. Under these conditions, the 

predicted soot volume fractions are very low. They argued that flame extinction, or at least 

partial flame extinction along the centerline region, may occur due to excessive radiation heat 

loss from the flame if the coflow air stream velocity is further reduced. However, this conjecture 

needs to be validated by experiments in microgravity. Demarco et al. also investigated RHT in 

axisymmetric laminar coflow diffusion flames [11] by using the Steady Laminar Flamelet 

(SLF) model, a semi-empirical two-equation acetylene/benzene based soot model and the 

Statistical Narrow Band Correlated k model coupled to the Finite Volume Method. They 

simulated twenty-four C1–C3 hydrocarbon–air flames, consisting of normal and inverse (IDF) 

diffusion flames at both normal gravity and microgravity, predicting a reasonable agreement 

with available experimental data in terms of velocity, temperature, soot volume fraction and 

radiative losses. Their conclusions were in line with those drawn by Liu and co-workers, i.e., 

accounting for thermal radiation is critical for accurate predictions of temperatures and soot 

concentrations and its influence is increasingly significant from inverse to normal diffusion 

flames and much greater as gravity is reduced. They quantified also the relative contributions 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/microgravity


of gas and soot, showing that both contributions are significant in all cases, with the exception 

of the 1g IDFs investigated where soot radiation can be ignored.  

The role of RHT on the opposed flow spreading behavior of non-buoyant diffusion flames over 

thin electrical wires coated by low-density polyethylene was investigated recently through 

experiments, theory and numerical computations [12],[219]. Measurements were performed in 

parabolic flights and flame spread rate, pyrolysis rate, stand-off distance, soot volume fraction, 

and soot temperature were experimentally determined based on optical diagnostics that capture 

the flame spread in parabolic flights. In particular, a broadband modulated absorption emission 

technique was specifically developed to measure soot volume fraction and soot temperature 

[220]. The theoretical [219] and numerical [12] studies considered a flame spreading at 

atmospheric pressure in an O2 /N2 oxidizer composed of 19% oxygen in volume and a flow 

velocity of 200 mm/s. The numerical model was based on the solution of transport equations in 

an axisymmetric flame-fixed coordinate system in conjunction with a simple degradation model 

for the Low Density PolyEthylene (LDPE) and a radiation model combining the Full-Spectrum 

Correlated-k method with the Finite Volume Method. Comparisons between model predictions 

and experimental data in terms of flame structure and soot volume fraction were found in 

agreement with experimental data. These studies showed that radiation contributes negatively 

to the surface heat balance along the LDPE molten surface and the coating ahead of the molten 

front, suggesting that the convective heat transfer from the flame is the main contribution to 

sustain the pyrolysis process and the flame spread. In addition, soot radiation was found to 

dominate the radiative heat transfer in this flame, contributing about two-thirds of the total 

radiation [12]. 

 

7. Recent simulations with advanced radiation models  

 

This section presents representative simulations of turbulent flames or industrial combustion 

systems by using advanced radiation sub-models. It includes works devoted to simulations of 

turbulent flames, high-pressure internal combustion engines, combustors and coal combustion. 

It is limited to works published since 2016 since studies published prior to this were 

exhaustively reviewed in the textbooks by Modest and Haworth [5] but also by Coelho [221]. 

This latter textbook addresses laboratory combustion chambers and industrial applications, 

including gas turbines, boilers and furnaces.  

 

7.1. Turbulent flames 

 

Rodrigues et al. [151] performed LES of the turbulent jet ethylene/air investigated 

experimentally at Sandia [222]. They combined the non-adiabatic flamelet progress variable 

model proposed by Ihme and Pitsch [223] with a detailed sectional PAH-based soot production 

model. SGS turbulence/chemistry and turbulence/soot production interactions were modeled 

with the presumed FDF approaches reported in Ref. [224]. Radiation was modeled using a MC 

method as RTE solver and the NBCK as gas radiative property model. SGS TRI was neglected. 

Model predictions were in satisfactory agreement with the experimental data for both gas-phase 

(mean temperature and species, rms of temperature and species) and soot-phase quantities (soot 

intermittency, soot volume fraction). In addition, computed radiative intensity were also found 

in good accordance with measurements. A comprehensive analysis of the radiative structure of 

the flame was reported. In particular, as discussed in the Section 6 devoted to TRI, they 

observed opposite effects of turbulence-radiation interactions for the gaseous and the soot 

contributions. The increase in mean emitted power for the gaseous phase was attributed to 

temperature fluctuations whereas a decrease of the soot-phase contribution was related to the 

negative temperature-soot volume fraction correlation.  



 

Wu et al. [225] reported detailed modeling of the small-scale heptane pool fire (diameter 7.1 

cm) investigated experimentally by Klassen and Gore [226]. Chemistry and soot production 

were modeled by a 33-species skeletal mechanism and a two-equation acetylene-based model, 

respectively. Turbulence was fully resolved by the grid. Radiation was modeled using the LBL 

PMC developed by Modest and co-workers [33], and the contributions of CO2, H2O, CO, CH4, 

C2H4 and soot were taken into account. The model reproduced correctly the flame structure as 

well as the measured radiative fluxes and line-of-sight spectral distribution of the emissive 

power. They showed that soot radiation is largely optically thin whereas a more significant part 

of gas emission is re-absorbed within the flame. This latter conclusion is in line with that drawn 

in other numerical studies of lab-scale turbulent diffusion flames [143],[151],[168].  

 

RANS simulations of oxygen-enriched turbulent jet flames fueled by propane and 

methane/ethylene blends were reported in Ref. [227]. Turbulence-chemistry interaction, 

turbulence-soot production-interaction and emission TRI were modeled by a hybrid 

flamelet/transported PDF approach whereas absorption TRI was neglected assuming the OTFA. 

Soot production was modeled with a two-equation acetylene/benzene model. The spectral 

dependence of the absorption coefficient of the radiating gases and soot was computed by a 

wide-band correlated-k (WBCK) method and the Finite Volume Method was used as RTE 

solver. Model predictions in terms of soot volume fraction, radiant heat flux distribution along 

the wall of the combustion chamber, and radiant fraction agreed reasonably well with the 

experimental data of [19]. In addition, the model was able to predict the non-monotonic 

evolution of the soot production with the oxygen index (volume fraction of oxygen the 

oxidizer), increasing sharply when the oxygen-index is enhanced from 21% to about 40% and 

then being significantly reduced as the oxygen index is further increased.  

 

7.2. High pressure internal combustion engines 

 

The design of high-pressure internal combustion engines is more and more challenging due to 

increasingly stringent regulation on fuel consumption and pollutant emissions such as soot and 

NOx. Several works focused on the numerical modeling of the ECN Spray A. This refers to a 

transient high-pressure turbulent n-dodecane spray flame operating under conditions that are 

relevant for compression-ignition piston engines (60 bars) [228]-[231]. Bolla et al. [228] 

performed RANS simulations and compared two combustion models, namely a transported 

PDF model and a simpler well-mixed (WM) model that neglects turbulence-chemistry 

interaction and TRI. A grey RTE formulated using the Planck-mean absorption coefficients of 

the radiating species (CO2, H2O and soot) was solved by the DOM. They showed that radiation 

and TRI effects are small in this configuration. These conclusions were confirmed by Fernandez 

et al. [229] with a more advanced radiation model involving the LBL/PMC method coupled to 

a transported PDF approach to model TRI. The contribution of CO2, H2O, CO and soot were 

taken into account. Mukut and Roy [230] extended this radiation model by including the 

radiative contribution of the spray phase using the formulation developed by Roy et al. [231]. 

They showed that the effect of spray and gas phase radiation on soot is minimal in the ECN 

Spray A combustion chamber and gas-phase radiation has a greater influence on NO formation 

than the spray-phase radiation. Paul et al. [232] used the same model as Fernandez et al. [229] 

to perform an in-depth investigation of radiative heat transfer for a heavy-duty diesel truck 

engine over a range of operating conditions. They showed that redistribution energy is 

dominated by CO2 and H2O is mainly responsible for the radiative heat loss. These findings 

were used in another work to propose a computationally efficient stepwise-grey model that 



provides predictions within 10% deviations from the results of accurate spectral radiation 

models [233]. 

 

7.3. Combustors 

 

LES of practical combustors were reported in Refs. [234],[235]. A particular attention was put 

on wall heat conduction and RHT to predict the wall temperature of the combustion chamber. 

Berger et al. [234] conducted LES of a helicopter combustor. Radiation was modeled by 

coupling the DOM to the Full Spectrum based on the SNBCK model [236] for the radiative 

properties of CO2, H2O and CO. Their simulations showed that LES can be coupled with wall 

conduction at an acceptable computational cost in industrial configurations and provided 

predictions in quantitative agreement with thermocolor experimental data. Koren et al. [235] 

reported LES of a confined premixed swirling flame operating under atmospheric pressure as 

investigated experimentally in Refs. [237],[238]. The model considered a non-adiabatic Filtered 

Tabulated Chemistry for LES model [238] and a self-adaptive coupling procedure for conjugate 

heat transfer [239]. The RTE was solved by a Monte Carlo method and the NBCK was used to 

compute the radiative properties of CO2 and H2O. The experimental wall temperature was well 

reproduced by the numerical simulations. 

 

7.4. Coal combustion 

 

Oxy-coal combustion is an important technology for carbon capture in coal-fired power plants. 

In such conditions, the concentration of CO2 is elevated and the heat transfer can be dominated 

by RHT, which becomes in turn a critical component for the boiler design. The importance of 

considering non-grey gas radiation model was established [240],[241] as well as the impact of 

the particle distribution on the prediction of radiative heat transfer [242]. Wu et al. [240] carried 

out RANS simulations of a lab-scale pulverized coal flame using an Eulerian-Lagrangian 

description of the multiphase flow and a detailed chemistry coupled to a PaSR model. A Monte 

Carlo ray tracing model was considered as RTE solver. The non-grey radiative property of the 

gas (CO2, H2O and CO) and solid phases were modeled with a LBL database and a size 

dependent non-grey correlation, respectively. A parametric study showed that considering non-

grey gas radiation affects significantly emission and absorption source terms whereas non-grey 

solid-phase radiation results in less significant differences. Seidel et al. [243] performed RANS 

simulations of non-swirling oxy-coal flames to assess the capability of Eulerian-Eulerian and 

Eulerian-Lagrangian descriptions of the multiphase flow. The radiation model was based on the 

WSGG developed in Ref. [243]. They found that only the Eulerian-Eurlerian approach is able 

to capture the experimental trends. In addition, their simulations showed that RHT is the 

dominant mode of heat transfer in these flames and radiation from the participating gases 

contributes for 75% of the total RHT. Huyun et al. [245] modelled a 250 kW pilot scale 

combustion test facility (CTF) by using FLUENT. Simulations considered, on the one hand, a 

reference radiative model involving the non-grey WSGG coupled to Planck-mean radiative 

properties for the particles derived from Mie theory and, on the other hand, simplified radiative 

models based on grey formulations of the WSGG and simple constant or linear radiative 

properties for the particles. They found that the Mie theory improves considerably the 

prediction of the incident wall heat flux compared to the constant or linear models. Also the 

reference model was found to considerably improve the NOx prediction in the flame region. 

Guo et al. [246] carried out RANS simulations of the IFRF (International Flame Researcher 

Foundation) 250MW swirling oxy-coal flame using an Eulerian-Lagrangian description of flow 

and a gas-phase global mechanism coupled to the Eddy Dissipation Concept. The radiation 

model was based on the DOM coupled with the full spectrum k-distribution based weighted 



sum-of-grey-gases model developed in Ref. [107]. Model predictions were found to agree well 

with the measurements. They showed that particle radiation influences significantly the flame 

temperature whereas the effects of burnout rate on particle radiative property are important to 

predict accurately the particle absorption after burnout.  

 

8. Conclusions and perspectives  

 

The present article reviewed the importance of RHT in combustion and the state-of-the-art 

radiation models for combustion applications. Special attention was paid to the RTE solvers 

and to the radiative properties of combustion gases and particles encountered in flames and 

combustion problems. As the focus is the applications of RHT models to turbulent flames and 

combustion systems, the state-of-the-art modeling of Turbulence-Radiation Interaction in both 

RANS and LES was also described. The following conclusions and recommendations can be 

drawn:  

 

 Nowadays DOM and FVM are widely used as the RTE solver mainly due to their ease of 

implementation, fairly good accuracy, and often acceptable computational efficiency. 

According to some leaders in the RHT community, the Monte Carlo method could become 

the best choice in the future as computational power increases, at least for academic 

simulations. This assertion is confirmed by the recent increase in the number of simulations 

of flames and combustion systems involving Monte Carlo techniques, as reviewed in 

Section 7. Nevertheless, the computational cost related to RTE solvers remains a barrier to 

the application of non-grey radiation models in combustion problems and the development 

of new RTE solvers and the improvement of the computational efficiency of the existing 

ones should remain an active area of research.  

 

 The modeling of non-grey gas RHT has benefited from the significant developments of 

FSCK/SLW models over the last two decades. These methods are sufficiently mature to be 

implemented in CFD codes for combustion simulations. They were proved to be accurate 

and can be applied to mixtures of gases and non-grey absorbing grey-scattering particles. 

In addition, the development of look-up tables has significantly improved their 

computational efficiency. Among these methods, the RC-FSK/RC-SLW model is 

recommended, since recent works suggested that it may be more accurate than the other 

schemes and it does not depend on the specification of a reference state. A remaining 

limitation is the application of SLW/FSCK to non-grey walls and/or non-grey scattering 

particles, which remains a challenge in RHT modeling.  

 

 In the framework of RANS simulations, it was found that absorption TRI can be neglected 

in most situations by using the OTFA. On the other hand, emission TRI can be modelled 

accurately by using PDF approaches. For sooting turbulent flames, only transported PDF 

approaches that model the gas-soot turbulent couplings were found to be able to capture the 

negative correlation between soot volume fraction and temperature. This latter was found 

to play a fundamental role on soot emission. In LES, there is a consensus to neglect subgrid-

scale absorption TRI whereas controversial conclusions were reached concerning the 

importance of subgrid-scale emission TRI. This term should depend on the configuration 

and a significant amount of work will be required to provide a full understanding and 

modeling recommendations.  

 

The following other perspectives and remaining issues can be mentioned, although this list is 

far from being exhaustive: 



 

 The availability of accurate spectroscopic and/or narrow band databases is a prerequisite 

for accurate modeling of gas radiative properties. Such databases are available for CO2, 

H2O, CO and CH4. Because combustion systems at high pressure are of increasing interest, 

some questions remain about how to model the line wings at elevated pressure. In addition, 

no accurate data are available for most of the other gaseous hydrocarbon fuels, including 

evaporated liquid or solid fuels, such as n-heptane or PMMA. The knowledge of these data 

is fundamental to predict some phenomena such as the radiative feedback toward the liquid 

or solid fuel surfaces that drives the behaviour of fires. The radiative blockage due to the 

high concentrations of unburnt hydrocarbon fuels close to these surfaces is significant and 

becomes increasingly important with the size of the pool fire. On the other hand,. 

 

 The spectrally-resolved thermal emissions from flames have been utilized for 

measurements of temperature, soot volume fraction, and certain gaseous species. Recently, 

flame synthesis of functional nanomaterials, such as nanotubes, nanowires, and metal-oxide 

nanoparticles, have received considerable attention for energy and sensor applications. The 

properties of these nanomaterials are strongly dependent on their size. Spectrally-resolved 

thermal emissions coupled with laser scattering measurements in the visible spectrum are 

attractive to offer a real-time online approach to monitor the synthesis conditions for 

obtaining the desired nanomaterials. Although in such applications the reverse Monte Carlo 

method is preferred, the challenge lies in how to efficiently deal with the effects of radiation 

scattering and also the co-existence of different scattering particles. Research is required to 

develop radiative transfer based diagnostics for online monitoring of nanomaterial synthesis 

in flames. 

 

 Another emerging area in combustion application is the co-firing of gaseous hydrocarbon 

and micro-sized metal particles to reduce CO2 emissions and at the same time to utilize 

waste metal materials. Similar to coal-fired combustion, radiation scattering by metal 

particles plays an important role in RHT and should be taken into account. The challenges 

in modeling RHT in such applications is that metal particles undergo phase change and 

therefore variations in their radiative properties. Research is needed to develop radiative 

property models to deal with the strong temperature dependence of metal particle radiative 

properties.  

 

 Finally, there has been growing interest in combustion and heat transfer under supercritical 

conditions. To date, however, there appears to be no research conducted on the radiative 

properties of supercritical fluids. Available numerical studies of RHT at supercritical 

conditions assumed without justification that supercritical CO2 and H2O have the same 

radiative properties as their gaseous counterpart. Research of the radiative properties of 

supercritical fluids needs to be conducted to support RHT modeling in supercritical 

combustion and heat transfer applications. 
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